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FRENCH ENVOYS

E

GOULD CREATE MILITARY UNITS

WITHOUT DELAY, DATA REVEAL
Copies of Secret Instructions of the German
Ministry of War Fall Into Hands of Frenchmen; Small Arms Are Said to Be Concealed;
Germans Buying Arms and Artillery Plants
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Judge M. E, Hickey Rules
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Washington, Nov. 8. The breach
of the ranks of house republicans
over acceptance of the senate maximum Income surtnx rate of 50 per
cent continued to widen today.
House lenders sought to defer
the fight at least until after rewriting of the bill by the conferees
gets under way, but whether negotiations to that end which were
the "insurgents"
opened with
would he successful remained to be
decided.
May Forco a Conference.
If tho negotiations started today
terminate without nn agreement,
majority leaders plan to bring in
a rule to force the bill to conference without Instructions.
Chaiman Penrose of the senate
finance eommlttee said he expected the bill to bo ready for the president next week. Other senators
and some nonso leaders were less
optimistic. Estimates as to the time
of final congressional action ranged from ten days to three weeks.
Amount of Revenue.
Treasury exerts completed their
estimates na to the revenue which
would be yielded by the sinate hill.
The total for this fiscal year was
as complaced nt $3,242,730,000,
under
pared with $3,450,000,000
existing law; that for the next
and
fiscal year at $2,717,280,000
that, for the calendar year 1923 at
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Gallup, N. U., Nov. 8. Nello
son of
Llbcratti,
Mr. und Mrs. j.ouls Ubciatti,
proprietors of a hotel hero,
was accidentally
shot und
killed tonight. Casper Anderson is said to have held tha
rifle, which was accidentally
discharged, Anderson is a boy
of 17, who came to Gallup a
couple of months ngo and has
been working around the i.ilie-rat- tl
hotel und in the City garage, the office ot which is below the hotel office,
liotli of
the boys were in the hotel office when the accident happened . A rifle, which was supposed to be unloaded, was
tho w.ill.
standing
against
Anderson is alleged to have
picked up tha wenuon. It was
dlHchargcd, tho bullet passing
through, the Llbcratti boy's
head und lodging in th- - desk.
When
Anderson discovered
what had happened he fell
In a faint
on the
floor.
The Llbcratti boy wos rushed
to a local hospital and an
effort was made to revive him,
but without success. Inquiry
as to who was the owner of tho
rifle was fruitless. There is a
possibility that It was left then
by a tourist who had his car'
in the garage.
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Washington is Picking Up
the Odds and Ends Preparatory to Convening of
Parley on November 12.
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PARROT IS AIDING
COLLEGE GIRLS IN
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SENATE FAVORS
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Cl0stnator Johnson said publicity
would be the "armor" of the AmerHe declared that
ican delegates.
at Paris
former President Wilson
"failed not because his intentions
was
were not good, but because he
locked up in a room over there.
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It Work?

Sow.', Heavy Afur Monls,
Drowsy, Heartburn, Loss of
Appetite, Stuart's Dyspepsia Tablets Is Just the
Thing After Meals
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prizes awaiting those pr 'ileged to been connected
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participate.
not reCsntaln Bovd said. "I
The chief supply of the blue call any place where the Salvawelturquoise Is drawn from the pen- tion Army received a heartier
insula of Sinai, the great mining come than was accorded the Las
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Miss Elizabeth Boody and the
campaigning parrot.
To helc call attention to the fact
that Radcliffe college is tired of
being known as "Harvard's poor
relation" the Boston alumnae of
Kadcliflfe have enpafted a very ambitious parrot as a ballyhoo bird
outside the campaipi headquarters
in Boston. "Rah for Radcliffel
Help to get the coin!" yells the parrot. The college is raising an endowment fund.

SHOOT TO KILL
15 HAYS' ORDER

food-beggi-

kl

TO MAIL GUARDS
One Thousand Marines Are
Ordered on Duty to Protect Trains and Trucks
at Offices in 15 Cities.
A"",l:itri1 Pre"-(ri
rs
Washington, Nov. 8. With
to shoot to kill If necessary
mull robberies, ofio
to
Th

prevent

to
thousand marines wore ordered and
trains
duty as guards of mall
15
trucks and at post offices in

cities. The men will be armed
with pistols and sawed off ,, shotguns, Postmaster General Hays
announced, after a conference with
Major General Lejeune, commandant of the marine corps. The
marines are to be replaced, h
said, by a special force reoruited
"from the postal service.
Discussed by Cabinet.
for the services
Arrangements
of the marines, Mr. Hays said,
were made with the secretarydis-of
the navy. The matter wasmeetcussed at today's cabinet
said
ing, and President Harding Is
to have rxprerscd approval of Mr.
Hays' plan.
The program also announced
that as a result of the recent New
York robbery, orders had been issued sufpendin? from the service three New York post office
officials E. M. Norrls, superln-tendeof mails: Henry Llppmnn.
W.
superintendent of registry,of and
money
S. Mayer, superintendent
New
of
the
orders. Investigation
York robbery, he declared, will be
continued.
Some of the marines. General
will
Lejeune said, within 24 hourstrains
be on guard on virtually all
In the country carrying valuable
mail. Men on duty In the west
would report from San Diego, anl
Mare Island, Calif.
Among the cities to which they
will be sent are San Francisco and
Los Angeles.
OiH'ii Warfare, on Crooks.
Declaring it was proposed to
protect the X'nited States malls
"to the last postal card, regardless of cost and sacrifice," Mr.
Hays said ho wanted it known
that the post office department
had declared "open warfare on the
crooks and bandits."
During the 12 months ended
last April 9 according to Mr. Hays
was stolen from the
$6,300,000
mniid Knt In flip ,siv rnnntha fol
announcement that
tha
lowing
armed
postal employes wouldto beJ318.8G9.
the total stolen fell
or
The advisability
enacting legislation authorizing the government to pay death benefits to the
fomlllM rtf nnatal pmntnvelt slain
havo
by bandits, is understood to cam-1
been discussed today by tne
net.
nt
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STRONG BROS.
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Fur nit me,
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Tucumcarl, N. M., Nov. 8. Bost
Jackson and Brant Cosner hav
been released on ball followlns
habeas corpus proceedings at Clovis, November 4. Jackson, Cosnei
and Lewis were admitted io hvl In
the sum of $7,600 each.
Lewis
has not yet furnished bond. At
the preliminary hearing here the
men were held without ball ln
connection with tha billing nt
Lackey at Ranah, N. M In Sep- ana naoeas corpus proceedings followed.

snd comforting companion. To
whea lights
avoid
misstep
go out snd accidents happen a
portable light when and where you
need it, the handy Eveready is
tworth a thousand times its price.
Money Back Offer
,We have arranged with our dealers
to let you try the new Eveready
Flashlight Order one from your
dealer, pay for it, snd then use it
one evening, and if for any reason
you do not think it will be worth

We have just received a fine new
stock of Beds, Springs, Mattresses
and Pillows. The very latest in
prices, and they are very reasonably priced.
Brass Beds in several finishes.
Iron Beds in walnut, ivory or mahogany finishes.
Nobby Wood Beds, In ivory, wal-

nut and mahogany.
Ostermoor Mattresses, special $25
$35
Seeley's Mattresses
The Seeley Mattress Is the best
mattress ever built beyond question

QUIT TOBACCO
So

Easy to Drop Ciqarette,
Cigar, or Chewing Habit

All sizes.

STRONG

has helped thousands
to break the costly,
g
tobacco habit. Whenever vou
have a longing for a smoke or a
chew. Just place a harmless
Bac tablet ln your mouth Instead.
All desire stops. Shortly the habit
Is completely broken, and you are
better off mentally physically, fiIt's so easy, to simple
nancially.
Get a bot of
and if It
doesn't release you from all craving for tobacco In any form, youi
druggist will refund your money
without question.

you many times its price, take
it back and our dealer will refund
your money.

to

There is an Eveready Flashlight
for every purpose tubular, pcket,
snd lantern types at prices ranging
down to 70 cents, including the
new Pocket Light at $1.7. The
Focusing Flashlight is designed
especially for outdoors, for automobiles, and wherever long distance
light is required; the Diffused
Flashlight for indoors, and wherever a broad field of light it
needed

evEHBdy
The wis traveler ttwsyt takes
hit EvcrtsoV Flashlight

TLASHUGHTS

BROS.

nerve-shatterin-

Only (fliuiBf EvtmJy Bttttriti "mitt burnt fcnf iW, hlfht.
taming itrwt far your vmtJy FUMiglit. Bui CrtntJy
Bolltritl fit and improve tl fltihlifhtt.
NATIONAL CARBON CO.,
FRANCISCO. CAUF..
( J99 EIGHTH STREET. SAN
JO EAST 4W STREET. NEW YORK.

EVEREADY

Linoleum

Rugs,

n..

No-T- o.

take an
Flashlight
with you Everywhere
Eveready Flashlights should be in
every home. They are a necesary

ts

U

EVEREADY

s

method

Pep-eode- nt

FREE

CREDITS

COUPON
Tou can't get anywhere ln the
business world unless you are

Good for 100 Credits in
The Albuquerque Journal

SALESMANSHIP

100
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(Sprrlnl Corrfpenrtnr to The Journal )
Artesla, N. M., Nov. s. Jtev. .1.
H. Shepherd of Koswell, N. M.,

has accepted the pastorate of the
First Christian church at Artesla.
Rev. Shepherd was formerly the
pastor of the First cnristian
church of Clovis.
A portion of his time last year
was devoted to evangelistic work
Rev
In the state of Arkansas.
Bhepherd Is an evangelistic man
denomin
to
invaluable
his
is
and
ation. The services on Sunday
were attended by a large number
of Artesla people.
The church
has been without a pastor for
several months and a hearty welYou Feel Insured Wlien Yon Take come has been extended to the
...
Stuart's DysiH'psla Tablet After new minister in this field.
eating
'
HARDING TO SPEAK.
People sometimes get the notion
Washington, Nov. 8. President
'that the stomach has given out and Harding
understood
to havJ
their race Is run. And yet it is often consented isto deliver
an address at
astonishing the relief that comes In Point Pleasant. Ohio., April 27.
such cases from taking Stuart's at a celebration of the one hunDyspepsia Tablets after eating. This dredth anniversary of the birth
relief Is so pronounced that such there of Ulysses S. Grant.
symptoms of dyspepsia, as the melancholy loss of appetite and broody
oldest university ln the world
fear to eat are quickly dispelled. Is The
at Pekln. Its antiquity Is very
Sometimes an excess' of certain
and a grand register, conkinds of food may lodge in an acid great,
of stone
columns, three
tomach to cause gas, heartburn, sisting
twenty in number, is
water-brasa sense of fullness hundred end
contain
to
the names of
tft r eating and a heavy, drowsy required
thousand graduates.
sixty
is
meals.
This
after
dyspep
feeling
sia and the stomach needs the aiRa.
Clip the Crisco Coupon
line effect given bv Stuart's Dys
Journal
jpepsla Tablets to bring relief. Get from Thursday's
box today of any druggif and
a
bring it to Daily's Cash
the
and note how comfortable
and Carry.
stomach feels.

Sl'l";im

thin-tace-

REV. J. H. SHEPHERD
IS PASTOR OF BAPTIST
CHURCHAJ ARTESIA

nt

STATES COIXEGE.- '
One of the most delightful
dances of the fall was given Saturday evening after the game wl'h
the University of Arizona, by the
sophomore class of the New Mexand
ico College of Agriculture
Tube to
A 10-DMechanic Arts. The ball room was
and
red
decorated with yellow,
anyone who asks.
white streamers tnd colored lights.
The Super-Si- x
Send
Punch was served.
coupon
Jazz orchestra composed of
and
watch the decollege students furnished the
mnsio for the occasion.
lightful effects.
Harry I,. Kent, president of the
New Mexico College of Agriculture
4
and Mechanic Arts; C. P. Monroe.
director of the state extension
service for New Mexico! Fabian
Garcia, director of the state experiment station, and Dean R. W,
Goddard. head of the engineering
department of the college, left
Sunday morning for New Orlean
where they will attend and represent this Institution In the meeting of land grant colleges to be
held there this week.
Miss Florence Berrler, a prominent member of the senior class
has been substituting In the lias
Cruees high school for Mrs. Sloan
who has been III.
Miss Mary Hagerty, who Is takteeth-cleaning
ing post gradtlete work at the colbeen
lege has
substituting for Mrs
Dorelng In the Mesllla Park pubBrush teeth for en days in this new way. We
Both are combined in a tooth paste called
lic school during the past week.
The New Mexico Aggies will
a scientific product And to millions of
supply the test. See and feel the good effects.,
meet the Texas Miners on Miller
Compare them with the old ways.
people it is bringing whiter, cleaner, safer teeth.
field here Armistice day. The
It will be a pleasant test. And it may bring to
is rapidly reAggio aggregation
you, as it has to millions, a new conception of clean
covering from the injuries reActs like fruit acids
ceived in tho game with the Uniteeth,
of
Arizona
Sathere
last
versity
Pepsodent also brings three other effects, such
Whiter teeth
All of the regular men
urday.
as fruit acids would bring. It brings them regularly
with the exception of Hare will
One great object is to fight the film that viscous
and at proper times.
be hsck In tho game by that time.
film you feeL It clings to teeth, gets between the
The Aggies meet the University of
It multiplies the salivary flow Nature's great
teeth and stays.
New Mexico on the university field
agent It multiplies the starch
Old brushing methods do not effectively combat
Thanksgiving day, for the New
digestant in the saliva, to digest starch deposits
Mexico state championship.
The
Much is left intact, forming a dingy coat And
it
that cling. It multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva,
Aggies will be In good condition by
to neutralize mouth adds which cause tooth decay.
that timo and they will ' give the most tooth troubles are now traced to it
Film is what discolors, not the teeth. It forms'
Modern diet, rich io starch, makes these things
university "Lobos" tho fight of
their lives.
the basis of tartar. It holds food substance which
essential,
R. G. Foster, engaged in club
ferments and forms acid. It holds the acid in conwork with the north and western
Quickly seen
tact with the teeth to cause decay.
states with headquarters at WashThe
are
effects
in
millions
with
Germs
breed
it They,
quick and apparent No one can
tartar,
by
ington, D. C, Is here this week
doubt the benefits when they are explained.
are the chief cause of pyorrhea.
visiting friends and to see the
Miner game. Mr. Foster was forSend the coupon for a
Tube. Note how
merly an Aggie star football playclean the teeth feel after using. Mark the absence
er and a member of the
it
Fight daily
of the viscous film. See how teeth whiten as the
team and he was for a
disappear.
Dental science has found two methods to effeccouple of years connected with the
New Mexico extension service is
Feel and see these good effects, then judge if you
tively fight film. Many careful tests have proved
state bovs' and girls' club leader.
them. Leading dentists everywhere now advise
always want them. They are vastly important
Miss Dorothy Yoast, who ha
Cut out the coupon now.
their daily use.
been III and confined to her home
In Mesllla Park during the
past
week has recovered and returned
P"
SaSMSJBSMBMBMHIIII I Sl M
PAT. OFF.
to school.
'
Ten-Da- y
Rlchnrd D. Tudor, of the sophomore class, made a
of
standing
fa per cent In th United State
THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
ftfG.u.s. lli
awiiasisBaaMaiM
civil servic
commission examina1104 S. Wabash Ave.
Dept.
tion for the position of railway
The New-Da- y
Dentifrice
Chicago, 111.
mall clerk given ln Las Cruees on
Mall
Tube of Pepsodent to
September 17,
A scientific film combatant combined with two other mod
The Christian Endeavor socletv
of the Mesllla Park Presbvterlan
ern requisites. Now advised by leading dentists everywhere
church has arranged to show
and supplied by all druggists in large tubes.
t
series of lantern
slides at their
Sunday evening meetings at Intertube to m family.
Only
vals of two weeks. Every one Is
to
Invited
these
Mrs. Harry T,. meetings.
Kent entertained
the faculty ladies Tuesday
evening
at her home on the campus.
Refreshments were served.
ay

te

as adopted follows:
The senate of the
"Whereas,
United .States wishes every success
to the conference on limitation of
armaments, called bythePresidentor
city
Harding to meet in
of
Washington on the eleventh day
November, 1921; and
The senate of the
"Whereas,
the
United States believes that reain
greatest publicity toof which,
the questions
son, consideration
for which the conference is called
the
will admit, will tend towardtheresuccess of the conference,
fore, be it
"Kesolved, That the senate re-of
the United States respectfully
of the
quests the representatives
States at
government of the United
inuu-enc- e
the conference to use their admit
to have the conference
press to the
representativestheof the
full conference,
meetings of
where the questions for which the
conference was called are considered
Further, that the
'Resolved,
resenate of the United States
spectfully requests the representatives of the government of the
to
United States nt the conference the
to have
use their influence
conference maintain and preserve
proceeda record containing the when
the
ings of the conference
conference
the
which
matters for
are considered and
was called
acted upon."
When the vote was called most
of the "yeas" came from the dem-of
ocratic side and a large chorusside,
"noes" from the republican
and the measure was declared
adopted.
Senator Harrison was aided In
Senator
pressing the resolution by
California,
republican.
Johnson,
Mississippi,
democrat,
Williams,
a"Viseknown that tne nuro. of
was
thV "Versailles conference
I
of secrecy that shrouded ts
If this
work," said Mr. Harrison.the country
conference is a failure,
why and
wants to know the reason doors
are
they'll never know If the

RUSSIA

Period of Morning Journal's Fifty Thousand Refugees
Are Living in Squalor in
Campaign Short Get
the City of Saratov;
Started Now.
"Black Death" Recalled.
entering

Re-

CI1The resolution

DEATH

.

quest the American Delegation to Use Its Influence Against Secrecy.
(By The Aiiot'loted Pre.)

8.
The
Nov.
Washington,
armaAmerican delegation 10
ment conference was requested in
a resolution introduced by Senator
Mississippi,
democrat,
Harrison,
and adopted today by the senate to
use its influence for the making
of the propublic of the records admission
of
for
ceedings and
newspaper men to all meeting or
the full conference.
The resolution recited hopes for
conference and
success of the
mated that the senate "believes that
publicity to which, in
the
reason, consideration of the ques-is
tions for which the conference tocalled, will admit, will tend
wards the success of the confer-

NCREASE

RACE LISTS

GIFT

IN

(

personal' Notes

OF THE STATE

GET ADVANTAGE

OF ARMSPARLEY.

D1SEA SE

HUNGER

EARLY BIRD TO

FULL PUBLICITY

Adopts
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I HEREBY
Miss,

CUB

CAST 100

100

redits

properly trained.
This school offers superior advantages in DAY AND NIGHT

SESSIONS. Special Speed Classes.
Private Instruction to backward
students ln ell grades ot public
school work.

FREE CREDITS FOR

Mr. or Mrs

MlMKOURAI'Il

TVI'liWRITEK

CARBON PAPERS

"..

Albright

Dlst. No.

Address

This coupon, neatly clipped out, name and address of the
candidate filled in, and mailed or delivered to tho Campaign
Journal, will count as 100 FUEH
Department of The Morning
CREDITS. It does not coat anything to cast these Coupons
for your favorite candidate, and you are not restricted in any
sense ln voting them. Get all you can and send them ln
they all count.
This coupon must be polled before 0 p. m., Tuesday, Not. S3.

PRINTERS
BINMKKS
STATIONERS
3 OS

west Gold

e

A

.

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
I

Gallup Egg
Aztec Fuel Company

I 2160

Bollarmakrn ana Welderi.
8. Senind

81.

Tr

I04J--

1

Wind Shield Glass Lumber
O. BAI.DKI. .B I.UMBKB
4SS South
Street.
rhooc

tint

mJ

C. H. CARNES

Phone 251

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
Phone I057-V- I

LUMBER

CEMENT. PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT AD J O C R N A I OFFICE
ALBUQUERQUE

42.1 NORTH

HHS1 8THEKT.

'

,

1

111

H F R !J

'S

ONLY 2 PER CENT OF
LIQUOR ANALYZED IS
FITTODRINK--HAYNE-

f
GftPITflUOI!
TO

Guns

at Fort Washington

Roar the National
Salute as the Olympia
Steams Up Potomac.

Will

fflr The AKMirlutrf Press.)
Washington, Nov. 8. America's
unknown dead from France was in
home waters tonight,
riding in
state aboard the old cruiser Olympic
over the waters of Chesapeake bay.
Tomorrow, to the crash of guns
from saluting
forts and naval
posts, the treasured casket will
will move in honored progress up
the historic Potomac. And in preparation for its arrival lato tomor-ioevents were shaping themselves toward a climax of honors
on Armistice day.
As the Olympic Eteoms slowly up
the river, the guns o Fort Washington will roar the national salute of twenty-on- e
guns to her half
masted flag. Off Mount Vernon,
the ship will pay its homage to the
tomb of Washington.
Again ut
will
Washington barracks a battery
guns
hammer out its twenty-on- e
at
niesragc, to be repeated again old
Washington navy yard as the
ship ends her journey.
Even as she turns Into the Potomac early tomorrow, the Olympic
will receive the first highest naval
honors for the unknown soldier she
carries. The battleship North Dakota lies a distance up the river
with guns and flags waiting to pay
tribute. And ahead of the cruiser
will steam the destroyer Burnadu
as escort of honor to the dead.
At the navy yard, the navy will
of the casket
surrender custody
that marks in the nation's history
the glory of him who died for the
flag, to the armv comrades of the
dead man. He will be given back to
men
the keeping of the khaki-cla- d
With whom he fought in France.
His hero guard of honor alone will
lay hand on his coffin thereafter.
Hand Will Day n Dirge.
The transfer will be in full cereAs the casket leaves the
mony.
ship, the guns of the Olympic will
The ship's
boom out 21 times.
band will play a dirge as the bodv
Is carried clown the gangway with
soldiers and sailors at present
arms and officers at salute.
Received by the army, the casket will be placed by the selected
of
officers
army and navy and marine corps
in a motor hearse and a squadron
of cavalry and mounted band lead
the way toward the capltol where
the catafalque awaits Under the
on
vast dome, the catafalque
which Uncoln, Garfield and
lay.
A guard of honor will wait at
the flight of steps leading up to
this resting place and the men
In khaki will keep vigil about the
;
bier until it is carried out Armistice day to its niche on the tcr-- ,
race of the memorial amphitheatre at Arlington cemetery.
Late in the day and before the
public may pass through the great
'
rotunda, President uHnrdins will
lay a wreath on the casket. Vice
President Coolidge also will place
a floral tribut on the roffin. anl
Senator Cummins, president pro
tern of the senate, and Speaker
Gillett of the house will place
i

bond-dow-

oted.

wreath

congress

has

Four Armed Sentries.
Through the night and until the
booming of minute guns on Armistice day to bear out the passing
of this honored soldier to his last
rest, four armed sentries will stand
at the coiners of the bier. Each
branch of the army and navy will
furnish men for this Inner Ruard.
Before them will pass on Thursday a throng of Americans paying homage. Not a minute of that
day but has been claimed by somti
person or some society to lay a
wreath on the casket, among them
the British ambassador to testify
The flowto Britain's sympathy.
ers will go later to Arlington to
on
stone
above
at
last
wither
the
the quiet nook in which tho unknown will come to rest forever.
FAST FOOTBALL GAME
SCHEDULED HERE FOR
ARMISTICEJDAY EVENT

STORE TO REOPEN

Reduction of Prices to Be
Made On All Goods in

.Departments; Adjustment on Stock Reached.

All

Announcement that the Rosen-walBros.' department store,
closed by the fire which swept
a corner of the third floor, wouijl
on Tuesday, November 15,
was made by members of the firm
yesterday afternoon.
"We have reached an adjustment on the stock," said D. S.
Rosenwald, speaking for the store.
"The question of damage to build-I- n
and fixtures will be taken up
The adjusters assisted us
later.
in every posible way in order mat
we might finish with the stock and
be able to place It before the public as quickly as possible.
"We will open our doors for
business again on Tuesday, No
vember 15. In the meantime, we
are going through our stocks,
marking goods down to the lowest possible level. Our sales forjj
is busilv engaged In separating the
least damaged goods from those
harmed most by smoke and water.
They are segregating the goods
which were apparently untouched,
although everything in our store
will be sold at reduced prices.
"Our employes have pledged
their cooperation and are servn
loyally. They are showing a willingness to work night and day in
order that the store may be reopened next Tuesday as we have
announced.
"We have heard of current
rumors that as soon as we dispose of our stock now on hand,
which we will do before bringing
In new goods, we will closa out
our store and sell our building to
the hotel company.
Brothers wish to
"Rosenwald
state that we not only expect to
continue In business but that we
will broaden the scope of our store
in order that Its usefulness to the
trading territory adjacent to Albuquerque may be extended. Wo
will enlarge; we will advance; we
will keep pace with the city and
try in addition to set a faster
stride for It.
"So far as the hotel is concerned, we have no ambition or
desire to be in the hotel business
and are interested in the building
of the new hotel only from the
standpoint of community interest.''

neo-essa-

40-1-

IS OUR COMMUNITY SPIRIT ASLEEP?
Business men in conversation on the streets of Albuquerque
say, "What is the matter with Albuquerque?"
Newspaper editorials declare: "We are now stuck on the high
center of indifference" and "The big need of Albuquerque is
more attention to the work that creates and fosters business,

E. C.

Ortega,

G. A. M. Willson, R. p.
W. A. Field.

Barnes,
'

Register my name for
of stock at 110 per share.
Name
Address

,

shares

Plans for the religious work of
the Y. M. C. A. were made last
night at a meeting of tho religious
committee and a large number or
the clergy of the city. It was definitely decided to resume the usual
fall and winter fellowship lunches
at the "Y" on Sunday evenings.
The first one will he held next
Sunday, Rev. H, A. Cooper delivering the opening address. The supper will be held at 6:15 o'clock. inTen churches expressed their
In the feltention of
lowship lunches and will have special committees to assist and to
invite persons to the lunches. Good
programs will be arranged for each
of the affairs.
It is possible that a Sunday afternoon forum will be started, but the
plans were not completely made at
tho meeting yesterday.
A prayer meeting will be held
Armistice dav morning at the "Y"
starting at 9 o'clock and lasting
All citizens are
twenty minutes.
invited to attend.
attended
the meeting
Those who
last night were: :W. P. McDowell,
L. C. Mersfclder. Rev. H. S. Davidson. H. U Snyder. K. Griffith, G. K
Valllant, Rev. A. M. Knudsen, A.
K. Johnson, A. L. Shaver, Itcv. C.
C. Higbee, J. K.
Major, h. L.
Gaines, Rev. C. R. McKcan. Lynn
H. Fox. I,, n. Melton, O. O. Ream,
M. L. Ross. V. Raabe, O. M. Love
and A. Moore.

Clip the

for frying for Shortening
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,or
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Making
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from this paper
and save at least

10 ARE KILLED
AND 7 HURT IN

FLECTION RIOTS
Four Clashes Are Reported
in Various Parts of Kentucky; Breathitt County
Stages Two Affrays.
fBy The A..oc'Meo rreaa.l
Ky., Nov. 8. Known
casualties In Kentucky's election

This offer good wherever you live city, town
or rural route.

on a 3 pound
can

Louisville

tonight stood at ten dead and seven
wounded.
Nine men were killed In two
affrays in Breathitt county; a man
and a woman were wounded In
Louisville nnd one man was Killed
and two others seriously wounded
in Estill county.
The first of the killings occurred
Monday night in Breathitt county
when Sylvester Howard, Jr., was
killed by Marl Pitts.
The second affray In Breathitt
county occured today when Cleveland Combs is said to have made
efforts to serve as election clerk In
place of a man previously appointed.
Combs, his brother Leslie.
Knhern and George Allen and John
Roberts and George Mcintosh were
killed outright and five other per
sons wounded, two of them. Berry
Combs and Tom Center, dying

later.
Four of the dead were democrats
and four of tho wounded republi
cans.

Woman Is Wounded.
In Louisville, Patrolman Benntt
Gardner. In a quarrel with Harry
Ross, fired several shots. One shot
seriously wounded Koss and an-- ,
other struck Mrs. Lillian Collins
aged 64.
The fourth affray was In Estill
county, where P. F. Wolfinharger,
republican candidate ror enerui,
was seriously wounded by Lloyd
Winkler.
Winkler was shot and
killed by Wolflnbarger's son, Jeff.
Phant Richardson, a bystander,
also was wounded.
Another death was added late today when K. K. Spencer, a demo-at
cratic election clerk, was killed
Simpson precinct, on Frozen creek.
In Breathitt county.
IN MARYLAND

reaa.)
(By The Aasoclatcd
Baltimore, Nov. 8. The election
of W. S. Gordy, Jr., democrat, ns

over State Senator
comptroller,
Oliver Metzerott, republican, and
control of the legislature at today's election In Maryland was
claimed by the democrats on the
basis of returns received up to
Republicans
tonight.
midnight
conceded that Gordy would carry
Baltimore by 8,000 or more.
Dr. H. A. Kelly, noted surgeon.
Indep""dent candidate for the
housi- "f delegates from Baltimore,
running on a reform platform, was
defeated.

THE

EFFICIENT

WOMAN

We hear a great deal nowadays
about the efficiency of women. In
the novels of fifty years ago, who
ever heard a woman praised for her
executive ability, force, and energy,
In the sense that it is used
The frail, delicate, helpless ideal of
womanhood has passed away. How
Is it possible to measure up to the
ideals of modern womanhood? In
the first place, we must keep our
bodies In the best possible condition.
Thousands of women have succeeded through daily baths, exercise in the fresh air, and Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
at the first eign of femulo

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
The board of commissioners of
Bernalillo county will at 10 o'clock
at the court
house of Bernalillo county, receive
bids for graveling the Boulevard
Extension road from the intersection of the Boulavard road by Grie-go- s
road to the intersection of the
Alameda Coralles road by tho Boulevard road. Further details and
specifications
may be obtained
from the chairman of the commission at any time before the date set
for the bids.
The bids must be sealed and the
commission reserves the right to
reject any or all bids.
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS.
BERNALILLO COUNTY,
By A. Q. SIMMS, Chairman.
a. m. on November 10,

COUPON:

,

IJ IETI
MAPPED

WINNER

'

NEW MEXICO FOOD PRODUCTS CO.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Gentlemen:
I em with yon and for Albuquerque.

PLAN

G0RDY, DEMOCRAT, IS

trade and industry."
In our midst is an enterprise that has to date weathered the
storm of commercial difficulties that every business man knows
to exist here. This enterprise has complied with the stringent
Blue Sky Laws of New Mexico and has its permit from the
State Bank Department to sell stock.
Every business and professional man, every man or woman
who pays food bills, and every farmer or grower who has for
sale food products should give attention and support to this enterprise, the New Mexico Food Products Company.
Every Albuquerque citizen who is discussing and wondering
at the present "deadlock in community spirit" and "that high
center of indifference" can well afford to get behind this enterprise and if you are a hard boiled, close fisted investor not
interested in community spirit, a surprise awaits your support
as an investment.
The New Mexico Food Products Company will pack, can, mill
or dehydrate fruit, vegetables and food products and provide
a storage plant for 1,000 cases of eggs made in New Mexico. It
is an enterprise long needed in this state.
We have stockholders in Texas, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Illinois
and New Mexico. We want and should have more in Albuquerque. Will you get in with us? Will you grasp the opportunity to help yourself and break up this community slumber.
Our stock is all one class with equal rights to every stockholder
and at present you can get the stock for $10 par value. Even
a small subscription will, show your good will.
Come to Our Office, 104 North Third Street, or Fill Out This

Manuel B. Otero,
E. T. Chase,

0

IV .15

T

Not by any means the least of
the Armistice day celebration will
be the Albuquerque high school-La- s
Vegas normal university game
to be fought at the Washington
park gridiron at 2.30 o'clock.
The high school students will form
a parade at the high school at !i
o'clock and march down Central
avenue to Washington park. The
parade will be featured with floats
and all kinds of vehicles. The
student body of the high school
have been looking ahead to the
Armistice day game as the most
important feature of the home
schedule and are going to be at the
game in force.
This game will help decide the
high school football supremacy of
New Mexico. After being defeated
twice by Raton, the normal school
is out for blood and will endeavor to
their utmost to get their revenge
from Albuquerque high, Thty did
not lose to Raton either time by a
large score and they will give the
hifch school a battle royal.
The high school will be in better
BARELAS BRIDGE TO
shape than ever before for the battle and it is hoped that Nathan
CLOSE; CITIZENS WILL
Glassman will be in shape for the
The line will be
fracas Friday.
HOLD MASS MEETING
largely as it appeared on the field
last Saturday. However, the back-fiel- d
A notice was posted on the
will be worked over in order
Rarelas bridge yesterday to the
to' further strengthen it.
Word has not as yet been re- effect that the bridge would be
ceived from Santa Fe as to the closed on and after November 10
game scheduled with Albuquerque This has aroused the Ire of the
to have been played here October people living west of the river nnd
to look doubtful they will meet at 2 o'clock this
22. It begins
whether the locals will get to play afternoon at the office of the
the Ancient City team this season. county agent to consider taking
Horever, the local Indian school whatever legal ste.ns may be
smothered the Santa Fe high school
to protect their rights. Neil
under a score of 60-- 0 last Satur- Ferguson announced last night.
Albuthe
The
at
city.
capital
day
The best amethysls are brought
querque Indians in the afternoon of
tho same day defeated the Santa from Caniboy, )n India, and from
Fe Indians
Siberia, Ceylon and Persia.

DIRECTORS

FIELIIIII S

S

ProWashington, Nov. 8.
hibition Commissioner Haynes,
in a statement tonight warned
the public against the dangers
beverof drinking
"bootleg
ages." Less than two per cent
of tho
analyzed by
liquor
of
the prohibition
chemists
unit, he said, has been found
fit to drink since the cutting
n
has cut off the supply of
of withdrawal permits
ed liquors. Whiskey and gin
made from wood alcohol by
bootleggers, he said, is prac-In
to result
tically certain
blindness and death.

there the

BROS

S

About Community Spirit and a
Greater Albuquerque

Hon. R. H. Hanna,
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Guticura Soap

-

Is Ideal for

The Complexion

Sp.Ontmtnt.TBlwn.Be.wrTwhr.

fbwTrjpl

But

don't miss the coupon. It

appears tomorrow only. It is
good Thursday, Friday, Saturday and all next week.
bum

6 OF STEFANSSON'S

START SUIT TO
ENJOIN

F URTHER

Bj The AiNftrlutefl Pres..)
Kansas City, Mo Nov. 8.
Stefanson, Arctic explor-

er, announced tonight that he had
just received word that six of his
men had landed on Wrangel
Island, 100 miles north of Siberia,
to establish a base ftr a British
expeditionary party to be formed
Bismarck. K. P.. Nov. 8. A suit in
Canada or Kngland next March,
in
county
fled
has been
Burleigh
the purpose of which, ho said, wai
was
learnel
district court, it
being kept secret.
today, seeking to enjoin further
and
bonds
state
attacking
sale of
HOBO"
the validity of the contract be- "MILLIONAIRE
tween tho Bank of North Dakota
ARRIVES FROM RUSSIA
and Spitzer, Roriek and company,
a Toledo concern, for disposal of
(By The Associated I'reM.)
the securities.
Now
Nov. 8. J.
Eads
Whilo refusing to Issue a tem- Howe, York, d
"Millionaire
porary restraining order, Judge Hobo," arrived today on the
W. L. Nussle directed the IndusScythia from Russia.
trial commission, against whose steamship
He said he was commissioned to
members the suit is filed, to show tell the American
people that the
cause November 9 why the con- soviet
planned to promote better
tract with the Toledo concern understanding
with the world by
should not be set aside.
business connections.
The industrial commission re improving
Howe traveled In a second class
comcently contracted with the$6,000.-00cabin and carried only two pieces
0
pany for the file of about
of
one of canvass and
worth of state bonds, at a b the baggage,
other of worn leather.
of
200,000
cent
Jl,
discount,
per
which have been delivered.
In the action, initiated by a
group of northern North Dakota
IRON
tax payers, the following points
are made:
That the Bank of North DaKota
is not legally possessed of state
bond It has undertaken to deliver
YOU
BLOOD
to Spijzer. Rorick and company.
That the Industrial commission
is without authority to sell the In the hnska of grnlns nnd the peril and
skins of fruit, and
but modbonds at less han par.
ern
of cookery throw all the..
That the bond contract Is Il tmnitamethod,
In
henca
the
away
alarmlne
legal because attempts are bein? crease In anaemia Iron starvation of the
made to sell the bonds at less than blood, with Ita never ending trend of
nar. whereas the state law pro symptom, or nervoua irrltahiuty, genvides that the Industrial commis- eral weakness, fatlitue, disturbed
sion shall sell the bonds for cash etc. headaches, palna genus the back,
at not less than par.
Either tro back to nature or taks or- That the bonds to provide tne Kanlo Iron Nuxated Iron to help enrich
blood and revitalize your wornout
your
were
not
bank
of
legal
the
capital
ly sold, and the bank never leg exhausted nervea. Over 4, 000, 000 people
are uslna: It, Nuxated Iron I.
annually
ally established.
aold by all druggists.
That any transfer of the bonds
from the industrial commission to
HrSBAND AND WIFK WRITE
the bank Is a mere subterfuge InMr. and Mrs. James Carson, Cotended as an evasion of the law, lumbus, N. M., sign a letter
saying
and not binding upon the state.
"We have both concluded wo shall
never be without Foley Cathartir
Tablets and we believe them to be
LAST HEALTH REPORT
essential to good health." They
SHOWS TUBERCULOSIS
keep the t.omach sweet, liver ac-and bowels regular. They ban- AND DIPHTHERIA LEAD tive
ish constipation, indigestion, bll- lousness, sick headache, bloating
Diphtheria seems to have the sour stomach, gas on
bad
most number of new cases in the breath, coated tongue.stomach,
Not habit
to
health
the
latest
state, according
forming. Sold everywhere.
fever also is
report.
Typhoid
NOTICE.
The report follows:
Owing to tho slow delivery of
1;
Luna,
Bernalillo,
Chickenpox:
freight wc nro not able to supply
1; San Miguel, 1.
many things our stock should have
Uernaiuio, z: na as promptly as we should like.
Diphtheria:
ves, 1; DeBaca, 8; Kddy, S:
Take tlie item of meat scraps as
3: Otero, 1: Roosevelt, 1; an
Wo have shipment
San Miguel, 2; Panta Fe, 7; Socor- fromexample.
Kenver that should have been
ro, 3; Union, 1: Valencia, 8.
here
in
five days, (Mr.
to
three
Measles: Chaves, l; san juan, Iloyt,
l
agent for the Santa IV.
1.
Informs im the average time DenMumps: Bernalillo, l; Chaves, ver to Almiqncrquc three to five
2; Curry, S.
days). This shipment has been on
cnaves, i.
San the way for 22 days. The shipment
4;
Colfax,
Pneumonia:
before this ono was 23 days DenMiguel, 1; Taos, 1.
to Albuquerque.
One before
Soar et fever: Chaves, l: curry, ver
to
Another
that 20
2; Eddy, 7: Grant, 1; Harding, 1; the onedays. mentionedprevious
21 days.
just
Santa Fe, 2.
Still another 20 days. All Denver
Septic sore throat: MeWniey, l. shipments.
One shipment came
4;
Tuberculosis:
Bernalillo,
we had It shipped to
Shaves, lj Grant, 21; Mora, 2; quicker
a up here by nuto truck.
Santa Fe, 1.
K. W. FEE.
Typhoid:
Kddy, 1: urant. i;
MeKlnlev. 1: Quay. 1: Sandoval, 3;
Crisco
1.
Coupon
Clip the
Santa Fe, 1; Socorro, 1: Otero,

SALE

QF

liilJIHMH

MEN HAVE LANDED TO
ESTABLISH A BASE

BONDS

Gifts that last
ACCOUNTING
WllllAMJ

Za.ni

self-style-

No gift, whatever the occasion, will please a man
more than a finely designed and beautirul emblem
of the fraternal order to
which he belongs. It will
last a lifetime, becausu of
its Inbuilt quality of materials and craftsmanship.
It will last a lifetime in
n
the affection and
of the one who
receives it.
Here you will find the
emblem in solid gold, In
rings or charms.
sppre-ciatio-

jIl
mm

NATURE PUT

$5.00 to $75.00

MiVDLiV'It.kJC
JEWELERS

DIAMOND
MERCHANTS

Hewcomers to

dlsea-tlo-

Albuquerque
--

are cordially invited to visit
the State National and become acquainted with its officers and employes.

1

wide-sprea-

y.

lox-a-

-t

Our facilities are at your disposal along any line in which
this institution may be of
service to you.

SAFE,
EFFICIENT,
PROGRESSIVE.

Para-typhoi-

Is-l- ei

Toys were packed In cheap cof
fins exported by Germany before
tho war to save epace.

from Thursday's Journal
and bring it to Daily's Cash
and Carry.

State National Bank
Affiliated With
& Savings Bank".
Combined Resources
Million Dollars
Four and One-Ha-

The State Trust
lf
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MANY CIVIC IMPROVEMENTS HA

1

NOT

BEEN COMPLETED AT GATE

VICTOR,

HOMES, BUSINESS HOUSES BUI

BELL BOY JOINS
CALDWEL L AND
C. OF C. TO HELP
BOOST THE WORK
GORILLA BOTH

IS
48-- 0

RUTGERS

Blocks of Paving Laid at a Cost
of $230,000; Curbing, Guttering and Storm Indiana Eleven Runs CirSewer Installed, Making the Total Cost of cles Around the Eastern
Team; Playing of Wynne
Municipal Improvements $380,000.

Thirty-On- e

(SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE TO MORNING JOURNAL)
Ratnn, N. M., Nov. 8. The final some business IiIocks in trie city.
smaller business blocks are
completion of two pnvinjr contracts Other erected
g
or
The
will round out the first phase of a helng hotel is planned.
a
contemplating
new era of civic Improvements in $300,000 addition.
Raton which started less than two
yearn ago. The substantial Imof
provement and tieautifleation
Raton Is but a preliminary step to
succeeding improvement and city
expansion wh;jh will place the
city to the forefront as a city of
"IV' Theater Repeating today
homes and beauty.
a William
Citv street improvements accom- "The Furnace," by Fan,nlao
D.
repeatTaylor production;
plished durinc this short time of
less than two years are grouped ing the Burton Holmes "Travelunder eipht improvement districts ogue," and the "Current Events"
projects established by the action pictures. Theater
Repeating today
I.yrlc
of the city council. The followlnp;
Hughes as the leading star
summary is what has been accom- Gareth
in "Garments of Truth;" also reto
date:
plished
Tangle,"
Eighteen blocks of 1)11111111110 rav peating the "Toonervllle
Tooncrville
Trolley
ine, approximate cost of Jlli&.uuu, a two-recement
of
comedy.
paving
thirteen blocks
Pnstlmo Theater Edna Murphy
with an approximate cost of J7&,
000; 00 blocks of curb and putter and Johnny Walker are still at
pavement, costing about 5 15,000 the Pastime as the leading stars
twenty blocks of storm Fewer, ap- in "What Love Will Do;" also re"Fox
the interesting
proximate cost of $"ri,000: making peating
a total cost of tno improvements News" pictures, and the "Mutt and
cartoon
Jeff"
comedy.
1380,000.
Besides the street improvements,
the
of
action
accomplished through
UNIQUE CONTEST FOR
city council, there have been several blocks of curb and gutter put
SECURING TRADE-MAR- K
In under private contract and an
unestlmated number of blocks of
The Albuquerque
on )
parking Improvement.
in the Dairy association is putting
Remarkable expansion
contest, offering $15 cash prize
building of homes and business for the best suggestion for 'tradethe
is supplementing
property
for their dairy products.
It is esti- mark"
street improvements.
This contest is free for all the
mated that more homes have been only
thing necessary Is to get your
built in Raton during the past year suggestion
mailed or delivered to
than in the preceding five years. the dairy association
on
before
It Is reported that over fifty houses midnight of November or
20.
have been huilt during the past accompanying suggestion with1021,
one
year, a good percentage of these bottle cap of the association. This
being homes costing from $4,000 is done Ur the purpose of securto $8,000. At the present time
a unique and attractive "tradethere is not a vacant store room ing
nnd to acquaint the peofor a place of businesa available In mark,"
Several of ple of Albuquerque with the plart
the business district.
need
is
filling a "long-fethe business blocks have been re- that
Address all commodeled or enlarged by substantial in this city."to board
of directors
The most recent large munications
additions.
new buildings are the Episcopal of the Albuquerque
association,
Albuquerque,
church now nearing completion Dairy
N. M.
and the J100.000 two story business
coron
the
block being completed
The velocity of the earth around
ner of Second street and Cook avethe sun is calculated to be sixty-si- x
nue for Joe Pi IJsio and to be
thousand miles per hour, and
bv the International State
bank, and the mercantile business the velocitv of the moon to be two
of Mr. Di IJsio. This will be one tnousami two nunrireu ana seventy-o- f
the most substantial and hand- - three miles per hour.
Sea-bur-

Theaters Today

and Castner Features.

(By The Annoclnted Trail.)
New York, Nov.
Dame
today converted its football game
with Rutgers Into a track meet
and, running circles around the
eastern team, claimed a
victory.
The Indiana eleven, which last
Saturday trounced Army, played an
even faster game today.
When
the Indiana backfield wasn't aiding
and abetting In the manufacture of
successful passes. It was running
the hundred around end In ten flat
Just by way of variety, Wynne
and Castner, who each had made
fifty-yar- d
runs for touchdowns,
kicked a field goal apiece.
Rutgers had only one chance to
score in the second period and
muffed that.
The game wa marked by frequent fumbles and penalties and a
display of tackling that sent players to the side lines.
Lineup and summary:
Notre Dame Position
Rutgers
Brennan
Kiley
it
Smith
Garvey
Feller
It. Anderson
Ig
c
J. Scudder
Larson
D. Scudder
rg
Dooley
N Raub
rt
Shaw
K. Anderson
re
Dickinson
Thomas
qb
Maloney
Redmond
rhb
Castner
lhb
Mohardt
Chandler
fb
Waite
Wynne
Score by periods:
7
Notre Dame ..17 10
1448

le......

0

Rutgers

0

0

0

0

TouchNotre Dame scoring:
downs Castner 2. Wynne, Kiley,
E. Anderson, Desch (sub for Castner). Goals from touchdowns
Shaw 6. Goals from field Wynne,
Castner.
r.eferee Tufts. Brown. Umpire
Eckersall. Chicago. Linesman
Time of
Maxwell, Swarthmore.
periods, 15 minutes each.

lt
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INFANTS

ai INVALIDS
ASK FOR

s
Original
Avoid Imitations
and Substitutes
the

Rich milk, malted gram extract in rowan-NGrowing Children
I
Dlgeatlbl
Nourishing
Cooking
Food Drink For All Asm

For Infaiti, InvtlHi md
The Original

BOY SCOUTS TO MEET
SANTA FE BOYS SOON

The Albuquerque
chamber of
commerce was boasting yesterday
It
is the only chamber in the
that
country which has a member repTf
resenting the hotel bell bov
also claims to have the youngest
cnamoer member In the United
States.
Willard Helns,
bell
boy at the Alvarado hotel, signed
uD for a memhernbln VABtni.n..
tendered his check for one year's
UUCB.
"I've heard a lot about the
chamber
of commerce
and Its
work," Helna told D. B, McKee,
secretary of the chamber, "and 1
Deneve it is a good thing and want
to loin it."
Helns Is mora or lena famuio.
with chamber activities, having on
oovciai uaHiuns oeen employed at
ouu jobs Dy me organization,

LIS ROCCO

IS

GIVEN SENTENCE
IN STATE PRISON
Man Wanted As Army De
serter, Who Confessed
to Six Burglaries Here,
uraws & to 5 Years.
lewis itocco, wanted! by the
united states army authorities on
a desertion charge and the con-

fessed robber of six homes In Albuquerque, was given a sentence of
from four to five years In the state
penitentiary when he pi jaded guilty
to one of the robberies yesterday
in me district court.
Deputy Sher-if- f
Charles Banghart will accom
pany Kocco to the penitentiary to
day.
Several robberies In the city have
been worrying police and county
officers for several weeks. Suspicion pointed to Rocco In connec
tion with several
of them, but
nothing could be found which definitely connected him with the cases
until police located a brooch which
had been stolen from the Schu- maker home on South Edith street,
ino nroocti nau neen sold to a
woman in Old Albuquerque by
itocco.
After being arrested Rocco ad
mitted the crime In police court
Later, while confined In the county
jail, he admitted to officers of the
sheriffs office that he had robbed
six homes and business houses in
the city during the past few weeks.

Headquarters troop of the Boy
Scouts vlll play
the Santa Fo
Soouts at the Ancient City SaturThe "Squirrels,"
day afternoon.
e
of the headwhich is the
quarters boys, defeated the Santa
Fe cloven October 29 here by a
score of 89 to 0.
Both teams are about the same
size, the local boys averaging
around 104 pounds and the Santa
Fe Scouts about 102. The local ELK COMMITTEES TO
boys will leave early Saturday
BE CHOSEN TONIGHT
morning in automobiles for Santa
Fo.
Scout Leader Glenn O. Ream,
will accompany them.
Committees for the annual Elks'
memorial day program, the first
One of Jajan's most Interesting Sunday In December, and for th?
monuments of antiquity Is the Christmas tree arrangements will
Bridge of the Brocade Girdle, built be selected tonight at the regular
in the sixteen hundreds, a mass of meeting of the Elks' lodge.
All
pegs and crude Joints not a nail members will also make a report,
of metal in the entire length of on the selective drive. A luncheon
seven hundred and fifty feet, and will be served following the busi
as good today as when built.
ness meeting.
nick-nam-

November

tobacco quality

Each of the Main Eventers
for Thursday Nignt's Program Believes He Can
Bring Home the Bacon.
Walter Caldwell and Gorilla
Jones are both confident that they
will come out victorious In the
main event of the boxing program
to be hold at the armory Thursday evening. Both boys have been
training hard for the bout, which

We state it as our honest belief
that the tobaccos used in Chester
field are of finer quality (and
hence of better taste) than in
any
other cigarette at the price.

to go 15 rounds, but
which probably won't. The boxers
appear to be In the pink of condition and In publlo workouts
have shown considerable class at
all the branches of the game.
"I've Just come down from a
long hunting trip In the mountains where I trained every day,
and with the past two weeks of
work here, I feel I was never In
better shape to meet Gorilla Jones
and make him take the count,"
Caldwell stated yesterday.
Gorilla Jones has arrived In Albuquerque after a series of fast
bouts throughout the southwest
and Is still smarting from the
K. O. Caldwell handed him some
time ago In the early rounds of
a long scheduled bout.
"I'm In a lot better shape than
I nave been in lor a long time,'
Gorilla Jones stated last night
I believe that V can put an end
to the fight In the early rounds
If I can't I'll admit Caldwell has
it on me."
Caldwell and Jones. In sDlte of
tneir even welsht, are two entire
ly differently built men. Caldwell
stands nearly six feet four Inches
and Is of the slender type. Jones
Is much shorter and la powerfully
about the
muscled,
especially
chest and arms. He Is a finished
tremendous
carrying
power In short jabs. Caldwell Is
not built for this typo of fighting
and prefers long range where his
reach and the leverage he can get
from his length will put snap Into
tits blows.
Although not overburdened with
muscle, Caldwell carries a wallop
wnicn has almost always ended In
a K. O. to his credit, but it Is
doubtful If he can get enough
punch to his blows to brine homo
the news at close range, while
Jones has plenty of power In this
type of fighting.
Tex King claims he will carry
his fight to Jimmy Flynn for
every second f their bout and that
if ho doesn't nut him under. It
will not be because he did not do
his best. Tex is a husky boxer.
but whether he can get the best
of the Albuquerque boy Is doubted by most of tho fans who have
peon watching them work out.
The program will alsn inrinrio a
battle royal and one other short
bout and will start at 8:15 o'clock.
Special sections have been reserved for women, who will not be
charged any admission fee.
Is authorized

Lieeett

diagonally across the beard instead of pulling directly against it Everyone knows
the easiest way to sharpen a pencil is to draw tie
knife diagonally across the wood not to push the
blade straight through. No other razor gives yoji
the length of blade necessary to shave with the
comfortable, diagonal guarded stroke of the

tnt
DamMmm!i:u
iui
ncui
ydinzctuuil
of Chamber of Commerce
win Be Completely Outlined This Afternoon.

St.

Representatives of the American
City bureau started the presentation of their suggested chamber
of
commerce reorganization plans at
the meeting of the chamber officers and members yesterday afternoon at 5 o'clock, but owing to the
late start, the meeting was adjourned before the plans were
completely outlined.
Another meeting of all chamber
members and other business mien
of the city will be held this afternoon at
o'clock at the chamber
parlors when the plan will be com.
pletely shown and action
taken on It. All business possibly
men In
the city are Invited to attend, regardless of whether they are present members or the organization.

THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Albuquerque
Butte

(A Colorado Corporation)
Denver
Pueblo
Great Falls
Salt Lake City

Boise

Cheyenne

Wheat.

Oat.

jtjj

MARK

R

in

urn

.urn

"-S-

ALVARADO
PHARMACY.
BHIOOS' PHARMACY.
DRUG
STORE.
BUTT'S

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
HIGHLAND PHARMACY.
KAIIN'S STORES.
KIEKE, WILLIAM.

tfl)

1

MATSON,

O. A.

CO.

CO.

ESTANCIA

RATON,

RATON

AiMonal
Bladet

SOe

forapackagt

OALLPP, N. M.
BANNER DRUG STORE.
M. DRUG CO.
K.

FEE.

SHE KNOWS AFTER 20 TEARS
A cold, even when it has developed a hacking cough, difficult
breathing, sleepless nights, raw
throat and sore lungs even then a
cold yields quickly to Foley's Hon
ey ano Tar. Mrs. Milton Walte,
Box 82. Azalia, Mich., writes: "I
have tised Foley's Honey and Tar
for the past 20 years and find there
la no other cough or croup remedy
like It. xou may use my name."
It gets right at the seat of trouble.
Children like it. Sold everywhere.

Clip the Crisco Coupon
from Thursday's Journal
and bring it to Daily's Cash
and Carry.

I

HARDWARE CO.

SAN ANTONIO.

N. M.

CO.

AI.I.AlRE-MilNTVR-

CITY

DRUG STORE.
SANTA FE, N. M.
BEACIIMAN
MK1HARDOT.
CAPITOI PHARMACY
ZOOICx

PHARMACY.

IIILIKN

GRANTS. N. M.
BERNALILLO MERC. CO,
T
CO.

of 5

KOSWEI.I

CO.

WII.TNER tt BI'RROWS.
WOOM-OtflHARDWARE CO.

I.. G.
MHANKLIN,
VIOAL A MARRA.

N. M.
ESTANCIA,
E8TANC1A
DRIO CO
ESTANCIA VALLEY SCtTLY

DRUG CO.

DRUG CO.
PECOS VAI.I.KY DRUG
PKUO HARDWARE.
ROSWELL
DRUG CO.

EAST LAS VEGAS. N. M.
CENTER BLOCK DRUG CO.
NURPHEY DRUG CO.
IDEAL HARDWARE CO.
PEOPLE'S UHVO CO.
SHAFFER, O. G.

;

M.

N.

RED CROSS DRUG CO.
TOML1NSON HARDWARE CO.
ROSWELL, N. H.
M A LONE
HARDWARE CO.

N. M.
ENCIKO TRADING CO.

price

CO.

WILLARD MERC. CO.
HOI1IIH HAKDWARE CO.
NUTTING.
WALTER.

ENC1NO,

Ctiftjt.il

N. M.
MORIARTY,
VALLEY 8CPPLY

MOCNTAINAIR, N. M.
AMBLE'S PHARMACY.
rilE HEXALL STORE.

BERNALILLO. N. M.
BERNALILLO MERC. CO.

At HM

N. M.

MAGDALEN A.

BELEN, N. M.
CO.
BECKER. JOHN
BI'CKI.AND 'BROTHERS.
PEIL
ELLERMEYER.
GOLDEN EAGLE MERC. CO.

COMPLETE
Ksis tat mM

T.A9 VEGAS. N. M.
CHARLES ILFKLD COMPANY.
Il.FKI.l). I., w.
RED CROSS DRUG CO.
WINTERS DRt'G CO.

CO.

'Ili llHKO, N. M.
I'll ARM ACY.
N. M.
STANLEY,

WHITE LAKES CO.
WILLARD, N. M.
HANl.ON MERC. CO.
OTTOSEN
IIRI'G CO.
WILLARD MERO. CO.

DIHTHIBUTINO

JOBBER
IXFELD, ALBUQUERQUE AND I.AS VEGAS.

DURHAM DUPLEX

V.

"MJWrji

JB UJW !V C

""WW

BALDWIN BROTHERS.

OTWELl DRUG CO.
PALACE DRUG CO,
MAUGER.
RAAHE
ROYAL (Hull's) PHARMACY.
RUPPE, BERNARD.
ROSENWAI.D BROTHERS.
WHITNEY HARDWARE CO.

CHAS.

Corn.

T1ADI

i

mi

ALBCQCERQUE, K. M.
CHARLES II.FELH COMPANY.

I

jj

n

FOR SALE BY THESE LEADING DEALERS:

Souvenir programs of the Armistice day celebration will be distributed free by the American legion Just before the parade starts
An attractive
Friday morning.
program of eight pages has been
prepared by the leelon. with hir.h
the local merchants have
by taking advertising
In the
souvenir.
Three thousand copies have been
Th
prepared for distribution
pamphlets will contain a complete
program or me parade. Including
the various floats and who Is represented by them. Much other In.
teresting data on the celebration
win also De contained.

Barley, whole.
Itarley, rolled.
Machine cut alfalfa.
Free delivery.
K.

in

Safe

LEGION PREPARES
PROGRAM
OF
THE
CELEBRATION
HERE

)

is easy on the face because

Durham-Duple- x

THE blade sweeps

CITY BOOSTERS

The oldest botanical work In the
world Is sculptured on the walls
of a room In the great temple of
Karnak at Thebes, In Egypt. It
represents many foreign plants
brought home by an Egyptian sovereign on his return from a campaign In Arabia.

Correct

Diagonal Stroke

ion

Experience has shown time and again that the mere size of a concern Is no
insurance against failure. Large and small organizations alike are affected by the
stern law of supply and demand; there are no exceptions. The status of any company depends in the long run upon the value of its products to the community and
the attitude of the public toward the company.
The deciding factor in the success of any corporation catering to a restricted territory is public opinion. And public opinion, this company realizes, is moulded
largely by service. The Continental Oil Company and we believe all persons who
think for themselves attributes its success to the high standard of quality of all
its products and their indispensable value to every community.
The directors of this company are always striving to improve, if possible, the measure of Continental service. They have
liberally in making possible
many projects of local and interstate importance. By installing Conoco Service
Stations wherever the demand for them exists, the company has endeavored to
make motoring increasingly convenient and pleasant.
Thousands buy their supplies of Conoco Gasoline and Polarine with Conoco Coupon
Books. Are you pne of them?

and Domestic tobaccos blended

ie

Din no

This service, we feel, should be and is absolutely impartial, with favoritism toward
none and courteous, above-boar- d
methods of fair dealing for all.

Co.

CIGARETTES

of Turkish

CJFCJEETI

A corporation that grows up with a community owes the latter a distinct measure of service in return for the patronage that it receives.
It is the aim of this company to render the highest possible calibre of
service to each of the six states in which it operates.

it Myers Tobacco

Chesterfie

INVITED TO THE

Our Conception of Service

1921".

Taste is a matter of

ILL

LINEJP

9,

RAZOR

CO.

Jersey City, New Jersey
Factories
Sheffield, Bns
Toronto, Ceo.

Sa!e& Representatives

in

U Countries

For Quick and Certain Results try the Journal Want Ad Columns.
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THE HEW GENERATION
Br JANE

BETTER BABIES

Social Calendar

PHELPS

HOLDING

Wednesday.

Eastern Star club will meet at
Temple at 2:30 p. m.
"Te, dear." The answer was Masonic
St. John's auxiliary will meet at
meek,
the
home
of Mrs. Clyde Studer, 222
"Soma woman make such awful
foola of themselves, dressing up North Fourteenth Btreet, at 3:30
and trying to appear young. I'm p. m.
glad you aren't such a fool, Mumsie. When I get as old as you I COSSACK COAT IS
shall be sensible."
KRIMMER TRIMMED
As Margaret was not quite 84,
this remark was, to say ths least,
enlightening, as to what Joan con-

OBJECTS TO HEB
MOTHER LOOKING YOUNG

VOAX

CHAPTER

.

Realizing that Joan might besomewhat offensive In her
remarks It not curbed In some way
Margaret talked to her In a general way about being broad, allowing other people to think and
do as they liked, the same as she
did, without criticism.
"If we all thought and acted
alike, what a stupid place this
It,
world would be, wouldn't
Joan?" she remarked as If casualassume
to
tried
always
ly. She
this tone with Joan. "That we all
have a right to our opinions, to
express ourselves In our own way,
makes life Interesting where otherwise It would be dull I believe
for
you are capable of Judging not
yourself. Mrs. Thompson does
or
girl
any young
believe Hortense
Is, therefore, you and Hortense are
different, and so Interest each
If you were Just alike,
other.
thought alike, acted alike, you
would simply be bored."
"That's riBht, Mumsio! It wouU
be terrible to have two or a dozen
of me." Joan replied, and from
that time Margaret noticed that
while Joan often showed by her
manner her intolerance of the actions of other girls, more conventional than Bhe, it was seldom that
she expressed herself as intolerantly as before.
Joan had moments of frankness
which sometimes almost alarmed
her mother. One day Margaret
came clown to breakfast with her
black hair colled loosely around
her shapely head, Instead of drawn
back in a tif?ht knot, as had been
her custom for vears.
"Why why, Mumsie! Whatever
have you done to yourself? Ton
look almost pretty but so silly
for my mother."
Margaret laughed, then apologized a littlo. claimed she had hurried. But after Joan had gone to
school she sat for some time before her dressing table, fluffing
out her hair a little more, smiling
vaguely as something In her faco
recalled her youth to her mind.
" 'Po silly for my mother,' she
said," Margaret told the person
Then with
in the mirror.
unnecessary violence she drew her
heavy hair into Its accustomed unbecoming knot and went about her
duties a bit more carefully than
usual. She must not forget that
she was Joan's mother.
"There, old dear, you look like
yourself again!" Joan declared
when she returned from school.

come

L TH

not

go

.

lege,

Joan?"

Joan"
"Yes,

Mumsie, Independent

X-.:.

If

m

.

f

"
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Mothers swarmed to the conference on the opening afternoon
bringing their
many
yesterday,
children without having first made
appointments for their examination. All were accepted, however,
registered and started through their
examinations.
Baby carriages were
postoffice all
parked outside the elevator
ran a
afternoon and the
children's special lour up and down
during the hours of the conference.
The big court room wits arranged
with exhibits of interest to parents
on one side and with a series of
examination rooms around the opposite side. In these curtalned-of- f

H

compartments sat the

Kistler-Colliste-

BEAUTY CHATS

City.

The national

organization

physi-

cians and nurses who took the
measurements and made the physiMiss Uladya
cal examinations.
public health
Harris, Red Cross of
ceremonies.
nurse, was mistress
The babies were registered and
which
cards
score
upon
assigned
their records were marked In each
test. The first was mental and
developmental, testing the child according to his age. The second
was on measurements, the third on
examination,
physical
general
ivhieh included deportment during
tlio test, the fourth was oral and
dental and the fifth was on eye,
ear, nose and throat.
were graded on
The children
each point according to standard
better
tables published
by the
babies bureau and their final scores
were figured by a board of Judges.
As each examination was made the
mothers were Informed as to particular defects discovered and how
to remedy them. The final scores
will not be given out until after
the last day of examination, when
a photograph will be made of the
most perfect child entered in th
contest.
The exhibit includes a complete
inveitn of forlv deces. loaned by
an automatio pic
ture machine which shows suaes on
of
care
Infants, a diet table
the
set with proper meals for children
of various ages and from which
diet instructions were distributed
by Mrs. Maude Doty, county homo
demonstrator. There are also on
regrigerator
display a home-mad- e
for keeping children's milk cold, a
home-mad- e
tireless cooker, model
chairs, cribs end bath equipment
and a table of "baby killers" conspicuous among which are painted
toys, soothing syrupa' and rubber
nipples.
Mrs. J. O. Gould, chairman of the
the
nursing program committee ofMike
Red Cross, assisted by Mrs.
are
Nash and Mrs. Albert Gusdorf,

ft

By ETXMSR
A wlntej- wrap must be worn
for so many long, cold months
that one is lilsoly to become very
tired of It, no matter what the
style or color. By the end of the
season the dark colored, dark fur
trimmed coats begin to pall on
one and there is a longing for
bright colors and vivid tones of
Kent
Edna
Forbes.
By
spring and summer.
Here is a winter wrap, however,
which is bright enough in its color
DKINK BTJTTERMIIjK.
should he encased In a mitten contrast to satisfy milady through
without a thumb, as a child who the entire season. It is made of
how
realize
few
Very
people
is broken of this habit during the lustrous new winter coating
called
cloth in black.
Valuable buttermilk Is as an aid
will
have to be cor- The coatPollyanna
sleep
Is built on Cossack line?
to good health and good looks. rected for rarely
It
the
during
waking with wide kimono sleeves and a
Simple as a reminder I would hours.
shawl or surplice
collar which
like to make a list of some of
waMaud
H:
Do
not
crosses in the front and fastens
take
the
the many uses of this Inexpensive ter late In the
on
will
and
side.
far
the
The
left
you
day
cuffs, coldrink.
this trouble. Take one ' lar and banding around the front
If you are reducing drink but- not have
warm
of
water
before
of
pint
the wrap are of pretty
very
panel
The caloric value of a breakfast
termilk.
If you salt it slightgray white krlmmer, the season's
glassful Is only 80. It has the ly, you willand
not
find
that
will
favored
fur.
you
same amount of nourishment as
to these pills. The
A narrow shoestring belt may be
a glass of skim milk, but it con- have Into resort
the water c .ries it Into worn or not, as ono sees fit. A
tains acids which are beneficial salt
the
in
where
assists
it
Intestines,
wrap of this Rtylo is correct upon
to the system.
the system through this any occasion of the winter month?,
If you have a muddy skin drink cleaning
channel.
If the salt la omitted for street, afternoon or evening
buttermilk. The acids mentioned the
kidneys act upon it and are wear,
above stimulate certain organs In
flushed.
the body ao that the skin will
Reader: Aa you bleached the LOCAL WOMAN ELECTED
coloring from the hair, nothing
will help It, except to wait for na- NATIONAL
HISTORIAN
ture to restore It. You can dye
LEGION
AUXILIARY
the parts that look badly, but OF
that should be done by someone
Mm. Belle Nye has been elected
who knows how to do the work national historian of the American
artistically.
legion auxiliary, according to advices received here yesterday. Mrs.
The actual weight of the human Nye was one of the delegates from
brain or the alze of the head is no Albuquerque legion post auxiliary
to the recent convention in Kansas
sign of apeclal intelligence.

'

MEETING

A young man who prac- -

(Br The Associated Frew.)
Leavenworth, Kans., Nov.

vania became famous and
was called In consultation in
many towns and cities because of his success in the
treatment of disease. He
finally made up his mind to
place some of his treatments
before the entire United
States and, moving to Buffalo, he put up what he
called his Favorite Prescription, and placed it with the
druggists in very state in the

The courtship which
culminated
in the marriage of Elmer Inman,
in
sentence
the
a
Kansas
serving
state penitentiary, Lansing, near
here, and Miss Lavona Codding,
had its Inception while Inman was
acting as chauffeur to J. K. Codding, the young woman's father,
who was until recently warden of
the prison.
Inman, who was serving a sentence of ten to twenty years for
complicity In a Jewelry robbery at
Arkansas City. In back In prison
for violation of his parole,

For over fifty years some of Dr. Pierce s home medi
cines have been selling over the drug counters, so that
WOMAN PUTS DRESS
more than fifty million bottles have been sold during
ISSUE IN POLITICS that time. This speaks well for the reliability and value
of Dr. Pierce's standard home remedies.
Dr. Pierce's
Miss Annie Mathews, democratic Golden Medical
is a blood tonic and strength-buildDiscovery
of
York
New
candidate for register
which contains no alcohol, yet has tonic qualities
county, has taken the woman's
dress iue into politics with the an that have endeared it to the American public.
Dr.
wearnouncement that she favors
of
Pierce's
Pleasant
Aloin
Pellets,
composed
in
is
ing what
becoming, bearing
mind always the occasion that it is and jalap, have long been considered a reliable vegetable
required for."
in the same way that Dr. Pieroe's Favorite
In a statement from the Annie laxative,
Mathews campaign committee, the Prescription has long been recognized as a tonic for
More recently that wonderful disfeminine voters of l ew York are diseases peculiar to womankind.
er

May-appl- e,

Dorothy M. Rehfcld.
Women always point with pride
to their sisteis who have entered
the business world and succeeded
in work which had heretofore
been man's.
And those women
who attain unusual honors and
distinctions In their work are livthat women are
ing arguments
fitted for something bcsldo maternal duties.
Miss Dorothy M. Rehfeld of
Aberdeen, S. D., Is one of the successful women about whom South
Dakota people boast. Miss Rehfeld is the only independent practicing woman lawyer in her state.
In addition to that diftlnction she
is the first woman lawyer in South
Dakota to whom was Issued a license to practice In all United
States courts.
Miss Rehfeld has also been active in suffrage work, and last year
she was sent as ono of the twolv
American delegntes to the International Woman's Suffrage Alliance
congress held in Geneva,

assured that Miss Mathews "is al
ways well dressed In business hours
in a simple modish gown of dark
blue" and that she is "equally stunning in evening dress."

covery of Dr. Pierce's namely, Anurlc (anti-uri- c
acid), has been successfully used by many thousands of people who write Dr. Pierce in
of
terms
the
benefits
received
their backache and
that
unqualified
other symptoms of kidney trouble have been completely conquered
by the use of Anuric.

AT- -

Edward Miller are scoring the
children. A number. of physicians,
nurses and assistants
snecialists.
gave their services for the examina
tions.
The examinations will continue
todav. The conference will close
with a program at the federal bulla
Miss Harris and
ing on Thursday.
Dr. J. F. Docherty. city and county
health officer, will make talks at
the program. The announcement
of scores of the children entered
will also be made at that time.

created at the Kansas City
ing. It is now known as the

meetAmer-ca- n

legion auxiliary instead of the
Woman's auxiliary of the American
legion. Other delegates from New
Mexico were Mrs. Emma Summers,
of Albuquerque; Mrs. Mary Chapman, of Gallup, and Mrs. Mabel
was Helfit, of Fort Bayard.
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BARGAINS BETTER THAN EVER

"MF

f
I

$15.00

Men's Canvas Gloves,
knit wrist. Ten pair.

PRIZE

Tor the hest trade
mark for our Dairy Products. Contest
closes 12
o'clock midnight, Nov. 20,
All
1921.
contestants must
accompany their suggestions
with a bottle cap of the
Dairy AssoAlbuquerque
ciation. The board of directors to be the Judges.
FREE TO ALL
15

I

WEDNESDAY

351

JS 98c DAT

Ladies' Silk Plaid and Poplin Skirts.
Values up to $4.50.
QQp
One to a customer. ..

......

WEDNESDAY

I

Ladies' Silk
Drop stitch.

OQp
OL

Pair

the buttermilk a richer taste.
If you have indigestion drink
buttermilk, which will aid vou in
digesting other foods and is itself
one of the most easily assimilated
articles of nourishment.
If your skin has become tanned
or freckled use buttermilk externally. It bleaches the skin and

gives It a soft, fine feeling.
It
will not, of course, completely
eliminate all freckles, but
it will
help to do ao.
If your akin has become rough
r chapped, rub It with buttermilk, for this will keep it soft
and In good condition.
If you want an
good
bleach acrape two unusually
tablespoonfula
of horseradish into a cup of buttermilk, massage this into the
arms or the neck. If you uee it
on the face be careful not to let
any of It get into the eyes.
Pink Eyes: Children are often
eured of aucking their thumba
through having aomething painted
on the enda of them that ia unpleasant to the taste, but harm-les- a
to their digestion.
Bitter
aloea la used for this. During the
hours, of Bleeping the hands

IS 98o

Boys' Overalls. Sizes
Two pair

93c

WEDNESDAY

IS 93c DAY

4

DAY

to 10.

IS 93o

93c

DAY

IS

93o

93c
DAY

Children's Superior Ribbed School Hose,

all sizes.

Four pair.

.

.-

..... QQi
tOi
.

-.

13

9So

DAY

IS 93o DAY

Ladies' Grey Flannelette
Each
Shirtwaists.
WEDNESDAY

VOL

Dresser Scarfs and Center
Pieces. Each

WEDNESDAY

their regular diet. It is a highly digestible food
assimilated like any other fresh food. You will
like its fresh, distinctive flavor and the clean,
vholesome taste it leaves in sour mouth.
Eat Fleischmann's Yeast before or between
meah from two to three cakes a day. Only one
precaution: if troubled with gas dissolve yeast
first in very hot water. This does not affect thel
efficacy of the yeast. You will like Fleischmann's
Yeast spread on toast or crackers, dissolved in'
milk or
or just plain. Place a standing
order with your grocer for Fleischmann's .Yeasti
and get it fresh daily.
Send 4 cents in stamps for the interesting book- -'
let, "The New Importance of Yeast in Diet." So
many inquiries are coming in daily for this booklet
that it is necessary to make this nominal charge
to cover cost of handling and mailing. Address
The Fleischmann Company, 701 Washington
Street, New York, N. Yv

Shirts, in
QQ- v

WEDNESDAY

tOl

WEDNESDAY

DAY

Men's Good Quality Work
blue, black or khaki.

IS 930 DAY

Ladies' Gingham House Dresses, in blue
and grey. Values up
QQ- .
to $2.50. Each

A familiar food now used to correct them

Complexion,
become clear and fresh.
If you are trying to gain weight
and cannot drink whole milk, aa
Ja the case with ao many women,
drink buttermilk with cream added. To make this drink fattening
you should add four or more tablespoons of cream. It will give

.....JJj

IS 93o

Each......

IS 93o DAT

and Wool Sport Hose.

WEDNESDAY

Pimples and boils are signs of
lowered vitality

Ladies' Lisle Hose, in brown, black and
white.
QOp
Five pair. .v..
T

WEDNESDAY

Albuquerque
Dairy Ass'n.
Phone

VO V
..... .v. . QQp

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Buttermilk Is Good for tho

Y

SED"

WATCH OVR WINDOWS

Barber Towels, extra good.
Twelve for

IMPLES and blackheads (acne) and boils
'are often the signals of a falling off in health.
"A bad acne may indicate profound debil
ity," writes a physician connected with a number
of leading New York hospitals, and "the repeated
occurrence of boils should always be looked upon
at an Indication of lowered vitality."
It hat been found from actual clinical tests
that remarkable results are obtained in treating
these complaints with Fleischmann's Yeast.

D

The Fashion Shop

r,

in the conregistering the entrants Mrs.
Arthur
test. Mrs. Jack Htutz,
Nye, Mrs. P. II. Roberts and Mrs.

j

Over Fifty Years Ago

DAUGHTER OF FORMER
PRISON WARDEN WEDS
FATHER'S CHAUFFEUR

Denlson, Tex., Nov. 8. Mrs. ElUnion.
mer Inman, wife of an inmate of
That was over fifty-fiv- e
the Kansas state prison at Lansing and the daughter of the forFor fifty-on- e
ago.
year3
mer warden, J. K. Codding, who
this
Favorite
Prescrip
years
disappeared from Topeka Saturday
after failing to secure a parole for tion of Dr. Pierce's has sold more largely throughout the
her husband, arrived in Donison United btates than
any other medicine of like character.
last night, it was learned today.
She arrived here from Tulsa and It's the testimony of thousands of women that it has
called upon her husband's parents, benefited or entirely eradicated such distressing ailments
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Inman, this
a3 women are prone to.
morning.

chapter.

of you."
"It will be a long time before
you can enter college, Joan; you
may change your mind by that
time."
Til tell you If I do. but don't
bank on It. I am going to

Journal Wants bring results.

01 AT

babies, little ones, big
skinned ones, pink and
chubby and frail, sober
busy nurses and doctors making examinations, solicitous mothers bustling about with
blankets and things. That Is the
(to the layrather bewildering
man) state of affulrs in the
federal court room during the
three days of the first children's
health conference which is being
conducted tills week by the nursing department of the Red Cross

to an affair at the church

Her question was quiet, but her
heart beat strangely, and her
breath came In a little gasp. Was
she to lose her child, her company
ionship, Just when she would need
it most? Not that Margaret objected to college, but she hal
planned differently for herself and
Joan, when Joan finished at Miss
Corey's. They would travel, see
the world.
Margaret only knew
other countries through books. She
longed for a closer, more Intimate
knowledge of them. And It would
be so delightful to travel with
Joan
her naive remarks, her
opinions would
fresh, unbiased
make traveling with her a pleasure.
"Oh, every girl of any character
goes to college nowadays! I want
to live In the college environment,
to be free and Independent of
home, of you, Mumsie, and "
Why,
"Independent of me!

AS A LAWYER IN
SOUTII DAKOTA

Scores of
ones, brown
white ones,
and crying,

sidered "old."
After this Margaret was even
more quiet In her dress and actions. Once she regretted she could

they attended. Joan remarked In
reply:
"I can't aee why you care about
going. When I am as old aa you
I shan't want to eat Ice cream and
cake, and hang around at church
aoclals."
Once again Margaret meekly
stood rebuked.
"I am going to college, Mumsie."
Joan had been quiet for some
time. Margaret furtively watching her, knew the child had something on her mind, something she
would soon divulge. She had so
closely watched her child that she
could read every change of expression as If her countenance were a
printed page.
"What made you think of col-

SnE WINS HONORS

Page Five

93c

IS 93o DAY

Ladies' Outing Flannel Night Gowns.
Regular $1.50 value.
QQ

Each

VOL

v..-.- -

WEDNESDAY

IS 93o

DAY

i

Black Japaned Money Boxes.
7x9 inches. Each

.......... 93c

WEDNESDAY

IS 93o DAY

Children's Black Ribbed Hose.
Automatic top. Six pair....
WEDNESDAY

93c

IS 98c DAY

fruit-juice- s,

!

Today Fleischmann's Yeast is everywhere
recognized as a valuable "conditioner." It is a
fresh food which supplies in rich quantities the
newly discovered vitamine known to be lacking
from many of our foods. It thus corrects lowered
vitality which is to often the underlying cause of
these minor ailments.
To protect themselves against these complaints
many are making Fleischmann's Yeast a part of

The need for scientifically tested yeast
JTreaA yaat fita been prorstf by reoenr adentiRo feafa to be a
food for
aoabe

correcting

ran-dov- rn

condition, constipation,

inditeatlon and certain akin diaordera. These original testa
wan all made with Fleiachmann'a Yeaat. Beware of untested
praparationa that contain drags or other mix-tvree. Fleiachmann'a Yeast (fresh) ia a pure food, rich in rita
which
in
it measurea up to thm high standards aet by
.mine,
' laboratoriea and
il
hospitals. The familiar
package with
' the yellow label ia the only form in which Fleiachmann'a
Yaaat
for Health) loaoM
yeaat-ritami-

tin-fo-

Men's Cotton Hote, all
colors. Eight pair
WEDNESDAY

QQ.

IS 93o

DAY

Ladies' Kitchen Aprons.
QQ
Regular 50c value. Three for. . VOL
WEDNESDAY

Pillovt Cases, size 86x42.
. . . .v. . . . . v.
Four tor.

...

WEDNESDAY

.t . .

flO C
UO

IS 98o DAY

IS 93c

DAY

Men's Handkerchief, in white
or red. Twelve for
WEDNESDAY

IS 93c

93c

DAY

'

Ladies' Felt House Slippers,
$1.48 value.

Pair. ......

.t,.t..tv.

WEDNESDAY

NO CHARGES

IS 93o DAY

regular

93c

Gillette Safety Razors and
Cake Shaving Soap
WEDNESDAY

NO PHONE ORDERS
NO EXCHANGES

IS 93o

93c
DAY

NO C. O. D.
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MAKE "DREAMS''.
rfDMF TIM IF55

GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

Join The Morning Journal's
Salesmanship Club and Ride
in Your Own Automobile
THE
m

THE

OF

IDEA

i

CLUB

The Journal wants more circulation and is willing to reward you handsomely to help accomplish
this end. You have many friends that would be glad to give you a subscription to our paper.
We in turn will give you a certain number of credits for each subscription payment you secure,
the number of credits depending upon the amount of the subscription payment. If you secure
the largest number of credits during the period of the club you will be awarded the $2,295
Studebaker Sedan. The second highest number of credits will be awarded the Studebaker
Touring Car, and so on down the list.

WHAT

H
THING

FIRST

THE

CAR

SECOND CAPITAL PRIZE

DO

Send the entry blank to the Salesmanship Club
This blank gives 5,000 credits to
Manager.
start. You will then be supplied with a subscription book and other printed matter which is
furnished for your convenience.

THE SECOND THING TO DO

As soon as you have been supplied with receipt
blanks, get out among your friends, have then.
save the 100 credit coupon which will appear in each issue of The Journal. If they are now
taking The Journal, have them advance their subscription by giving you the cash to balance
the length of time they wish to subscribe. You may give a receipt for each payment you
Brf njr or mail the subscription money to the Salesmansecure from new or old subscribers.
ship Club Department and receive the credit to cover.

THIRD THING

THE

TO DO

.

As soon as you have secured one subscription,
go after another. The friend who just gave you
a subscription can give you the name of some friend. In this manner a chain of subscriptions
can be worked up. You are to understand that this work may be done during your leisure
moments.
The liberal use of the telephone and writing will take care of those who may not
be seen otherwise.

THE FOURTH THING TO DO

Snims

M

Si Life Is

nil Start!

LIGHT

1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER

"6" TOURING CAR, WIRE WHEEL EQUIPMENT, VALUE $1450

Purchased From and on Display at COOPER MOTOR CO.

DISTRICT PRIZE

ed MSI a

GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

13

Studebaker Light "6" Sedan
VALUE

$2,295.00

SECOND CAPITAL PRIZE

"4-90-

CHEVROLET

"

DISTRICT

1

CHEVROLET
"4-9-

Touring Car

$150.00
$75.00
$50.00
$30.00
$25.00
10
Cash
To
Non-Winne-

in
in
in
in
in

Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash

Commission

CHEVROLET

Touring Car

$150.00
$75.00
$50.00
$30.00
$25.00
Cash
Non-Winne-

in
in
in
in
in

IN

DISTRICT 3

CHEVROLET
'4-9-

To

rs

PRIZES

DISTRICT 2

CAR, VALUE $692.

DISTRICT PRIZE

VALUE $1,350.00

PRIZES III

TOURING

Purchased From COOPER MOTOR CO.

Studebaker Light "6" Touring Car
PRIZES IN

"4-9-

Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash

Touring Car

$150.00
$75.00
$50.00
$30.00
$25.00
10
Cash
To

Commission

Non-Winne-

rs

in
in
in
in
in

Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash

ii

Commission
rs

USE THIS BLANK

"4-90-

"

CHEVROLET

.

TOURING

CAR,

VALUE

$692

Purchased From COOPER MOTOR C.

DISTRICT PRIZE

Nomination Blank in the Albuquerque Morning Journal "Salesmanship Club"
Campaign.
I HEREBY NOMINATE AND CAST 5,000 CREDITS FOR
,
Miss (Mr. or Mrs.)
.

.

Address
As a candidate in the Morning Journal Everybody

I!

COOPER MOTOR CO., Albuquerque, N. M.

Cut out the entry blank on this page and fill
in as directed.

DO

TO

TO

1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER SIX SEDAN, VALUE $2,295.
STUDEBAKER TOURING
OR WINNER MAY SELECT BIG "6"
PURCHASED FROM AND ON DISPLAY AT

i.

...w.o

Wins "Salesmanship Club"

campaign.
NOTE Only one nomination blank acc epted for each member nominated.

"4-90- "

CHEVROLET TOURING CAR, VALUE $692

Purchased From COOPER MOTOR CO.

V
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a large crowd will be in attend-

AKHOAL BAPTIST CONVENTION

ance.
The Albuquerque Glee club will
sing at 8 o'clock. The negro work
of New Mexico Is also under the!
supervision of the state secretary
and a large number of the negroes
will sing some special songs during
the service.
Dr. B. C. Henlng of Atlanta, Ga,.
will speak at the 11 o'clock hour
on the work of the home mission
board. Mrs. W. C. James of BirmAla., will speak on the
in. ingham,
work in the afternoon at
UUIC1I UJJCll rVOj kfaiim women's
3 o'clock.
These speakers are
specialists in their lines and their
be of special interest
will
addresses
to the public at large. It is desired
that as many of the Albuquerque
citizens as possible;
attend these
them.
of
not
stand
for
do
any
and
meetings. .
memWe could have a far larger
bership If we went out for numbers
but we place belief and practice
and standing for something before M
We give you a most
numbers.
hearty welcome and open our
hearts and our homes to you. If
L TO
you don't sea what you want, ask
for it."
Mr. Connell In welcoming the
convention on behalf of the city
said In part: "You have heard the
welcome extended to you by my
esteemed friend and fellow citizen,
Dr. T. F. Harvey, of the First Bap.
(By The Associated FtM,)
tist church, of which we as citizens
Angeles, Nov. 8. The trial
of Albuquerque feel Justly proud. of Los
Mrs. Madalynne Obenchain, inIn behalf of the chamber of com- dicted
Jointly with Arthur C.
merce, and in behalf of the city Burch for
the alleged murder of
of all
government and in beht-l- f
J.
Belton
Kennedy, was continued
the people of Albuquerque I wish to late
today until November 22 with
extend to you again a most hearty
and sincere welcome to our city." the understanding that it would
The response to these addresses follow the trial of Burch, Bet earl
was delivered by Rev. G. E. Ellis, ler In the day for the same date.
Sidney N. Reeve denied n
pastor of the First Baptist church Judge
of Tucumcarl. who spoke of the motion asking for an Immediate
progress of Baptists in the state trial for Mrs. Obenchain.
Disposition of the two cases In
and in the world and the reasons
ended two days of a
why he was proud to be a Baptist, this manner
the hearty welcomes legal contest in which attorneys for
accepting
eurcn
strove
for delay and counsel
given by the two preceeding speak- for Mrs. Obenchain
sought to have
ers In behalf of the convention.
a
empaneled to
immediately
jury
was
sermon
The annual
preached
by Dr. W. R. Hill, pastor of the try ner. Insanltv Affidavit.
First Bantist church of Roswell,
Burch's point was carried to the
from I Cor. 4:4, using as his theme extent
that a continuance was
"Trustees of the Gospel." Dr. Hill
to permit the taking of af
spoke of the meaning of the word granted
fidavits
in Chicago and Evanston.
"steward" and "trustee" as round 111.,
upon the question of
bearing
In the Bible. That the Christian
his alleged Insanity. Judge Reeve
people were stewards of the gospel Issued
an
order authorizing Paul
of Jpsus Christ and not primarily
Schenck, chief counsel for
of culture, civilization or education, W.
and
Burch,
Deputy District Attor
valuable as these were, but of the ney Asa
to arrange for the
gospel. He gave special emphasis taking Keyes
of
these
depositions.
to the death of Christ as me sin Schenck and Keyes
announced they
hearer and making the. eubstitu would start for Chicago
tomorrow
sins of
tionary atonement for the ne
can morning.
the lost neonle. In closing
soon
As
matter
had
as
the
Burch
ed special attention to the require been thus disposed of, Charles
ment of trustees faltniuiness ana Krnsteln, representing Mrs. Oben
the promises of God to the faltn-fii- l chain, pressed a motion for the
to have the presence of Jesus, dismissal of the Indictment as it
to be supplied with all their needs related to her, on the ground she
and to be crowned at last with the had not been brought to trial with
crown of righteousness.
In sixty days of the time of the
Mission Board Rpport Tonight.
Judge
filing of the Indictment.
be
presentto
The annual report
Reeve denied this motion on the
ed bv the corresponding secretary, ground that the defendant had con
.T
W. Bruner. with an address on sented to such
delay as had taken
the work of New Mexico Baptists place.
at
be
will
given tonight, beginning
7:30 at the Central Avenue MethoAND FUNERALS
This program Ja DEATHS
dist church.
changed from Thursday to Wednesof
Y.
Mullens
E.
Dr.
SANCHES Funeral of Onofre
day night and
Louisville. Kv., will spwiK inurs-da- y Sanchas, who died Monday night
night. Much Interest centers at his residence at Pandoval, will
around the annual report of the be held Thursday morning at 9
state board and It Is expected that o'clock from the family residence,
to the Catholic church where high
requiem mass will be said. Burial
will be in bnnfloval cemetery.
Crollott will be In charge.
H

OPENS WITH WELCOMING TALKS
? MD SERKON BY ROSWELL MM

Walter Connell Extends City's Greetings to
u
r:
c
o
i. c
V
ISlllUg VHUIWUUCIIy
Fe Pastor, Calls Meeting to Order; Report
of Secretary Bruner Tonight.

r

The opening session of the tenth
n
rifinual meeting of the Baptist
of New Mexico was held last
night at the Central Avenue Meth- con-lio-

coine addresses, the response to
and the annual
.these addresses
sermon were delivered, before an
"audience that filled the building

Almost to its capacity.
The convention was called to
by President Buren tparks, pas-1,of the First Baptist church of
Santa Fe, who said
among
Baptists in New Mexico the place
.had been reached when a gavel
was no longer needed, that peace
und harmony reigned as it had
'.Bone while Dr. R. C. Puckner presided over the Baptist convention
of Texas before his death. Dr.
Sparks said. "If I had my choice
'tonight I would use, instead of a
gavel, a frijole bean bush, for the
'Jrijole bean is the greatest friend
'of the people in New Mexico and it
is the greatest pastor's helper in the
'land, and without it many of you
who are here tonight would be at
home."
Z. Welcome addresses were deliver-e- d
by Rev. T. F. Harvey, pastor of
the First Baptist church of Albuquerque, and Hon. Walter W. Con-nechairman of the commission
ers of the city of Albuquerque. Dr.
Harvey, in his address, welcomed
the Baptists of the state on behalf
of the Baptist church entertaining
the convention. He said in part:
""You are welcomed by a church
- that stands
for something. We have
members
550 members.
These
know the position of the church pa
other
evils
and
modern
dance
the
or-"ti- er

.;
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SKIRTS

GIRLS!

DOWN ONE INCH

v

,,

Fashion decrees that skirts come
closer to the ground, but that is no
reason why one need buy new
clothes.
If the hem is faded or
soiled when you let it out. get a
Diamond Dyes and re
of
package
color the skirt like new.
Easy directions in each package
of Diamond Dyes tell you how to
dye or tint any old, faded garment.
also your draperies. Just tell drug
gist, wueiuer yuur inttieimi 19 wuui
or silk, or whether it Is cotton,
Unen, or mixed goods.

I

0

OBEDIN

BEGIN

NOVEMBER 11

Carolina Rose Dzle-giPZIEGEL
died yesterday morning at her
residence on H10 West Iron avenue. She was the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Andres Dziegiel of
this city. Funeral arrangements
are pending. Crollott Is in charge.

el

I AM
In a position to give information regarding an invest-

TODAY,

MORRIS

ment of extraordinary character, both as to security and
prospective returns.

afternoon.
Mrs. Morris had lived
in Albuquerque for fohr years, and
leaves a nusDana, u c. Morris, and
a little son six years old, together
with other relatives in Montana.
Tho body Is at C. T. French's parlors. Arrangements
will be announced later.

Office, Third
Floor Wright Building.
Call

at-m-

Mrs. Ella E. Morris,

30 years of age, died at her home.
A mo street, Tuesday
121 South

y

RHODES Funeral services for
H. A. Rhodes will be held at 10
o'clock this morning from French's
tion of the Boulevard road by Qrio-datBurial will be in Fairvlew
...
cemetery.

SIDNEY E WEIL

CHILDREN CREMATED.
Antlgo, Wis.. Nov. 8. Three chil
dren of Mr. and Mrs. August
Tautges, Anlwa, aged 10, 8 and t
burned to death in a fire that de
stroyed tha farm house and other
buildings. The parents and two
older boys escaped In their night
clothing.

Buy A Fortune On Instalments

Clean Child's Bowels with
"California Fig Syrup"

THOS. F. BOURKE, Agency Mgr. for N. M.
OLIVER C. KING, Asst. Agency Mgr.
114 South Third St.
Albuquerque, N. M.

Even a sick

COUPON

Albuquerque Journal Salesmanship Club
Good For 20,000 Extra Credits

child loves the
"fruity" taste of "California Fig
If the little tongue is
Syrup."
coated, or if your child Is listless,
cross, feverish, full of cold, or has
colic, a teaspoonful will never fall
to open the bowels. In a few hours
you can see for yourself how trior
oughly it works all the constlpa'
tion poison, sour bile and waste
from the tender. little bowels ana
gives you a well, playful child
again.
Millions of mothers keep "cau-fornFig Byrup" handy. They
know a teaspoonful today saves a
Ask your
sick child tomorrow.
druggist for genuine "California
Fig Byrup vhlch has directions
for babies and children of all ages
printed on bottle. Mother! You
must say "California" or you may
get an imitation fig syrup.
ia

Accompanied by the nomination blank, and your first
subscrlpiton, this coupon will start you in the race for the
magnificent Morning Journal prizes, with a grand total of
mora than 87,000 credits. This coupon may be used only'
once and Is valid only when accompanied by a subscription
Nam

of Subscriber

Candidate's
Amount

;

Kama.

Enclosed,

.

f

TUBERCULOSIS

K

.This coupon will count 20,000 free credits when returned
to the Salesmanship Club Manager, together with the first
subscription you obtain. It must be accompanied by the cash,
and the subscription must be for a period of one year or
longer. The 20.000 free credits are In addition to tha number
given on '"tha subscription, as per regular schedule.
!i
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Dr. Qlaae
positive
proof be Is able to cur
tuberculosa by InbelsUw
Id any climate.
For further Information
address THH T. F. QLAPft
INHALANT CO.. MASON
BUILDING. LOS ANd BILES CALIFORNIA.
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Ovation Tendered Young
American Baritone As He
Appears on Stage: Splen
did Program Appreciated
The song recital of Richard
Bonelll, baritone, last evening in
the high school auditorium was a
tremendous success. A large and
audience
appreciative
gathered
and
the attention
promptly,
throughout the concert was most

flattering.

Mr. Bonclli's voice Is amazing.
The "Proloeo" of "I Pagliacci:'
opened the program, and from the
magnificent robusto phrasing ana
dramatic treatment one would ex
pect a voice of more eminently
operatic nature. But in the "No
Sighing Beloved" of Tschaikowsky,
the delicate singing, together with
a pure lyric quality, proved the
artist s splendid versatility.
The Rachmaninoff songs, "The
Isle," and the tremendous "Christ
Is Risen" were perfectly done, each
being handled quite appreciatively.
The third group of Italian and
Spanish songs- - opened with the
Tosti "Baclami" (perhaps Tostl's
only possible sons). It was ex
tremely well done. "A Nerlna,"
"I,a Paloma," which tailed forth a
storm of applause, and "Clavelltos
were the rest of the delightful se
lections of the group.
A set of folk songs came next,
and were feelingly sung. The Inst
one, "A Sailor's Life," was the most
enjoyable of the croup.
American songs of unusual caliber were used to finish the program. "Pale Moon" by Logan was
a beautiful Indian lyric, with its
overpowering climax in the middle
of the song. "Swift Along." a negro
piece, was astonishing. The tempo
is stronelv suggestive of jazz, but
the artistic handling, and tho nl- moet rollicking singing which Mr.
Bonelll applied, quite separated it
from the more primitive, and hence
barbaric.
syncopation.
"uanny
Deever" was sung with a dramatic
power which, oddly enough, came
out of a superb and gripping restraint which Mr. Bonelll used, and
found verv effective Indeed.
The range of Bonelll Is very unusual. Hia original training was
fitting him for tenor roles, but
upon tho advice of teachers, and
his own excellent judgment, he lim
ited himself to a baritone range
It Is
His tup voice Is splendid.
clear, and with equal powers or er
fectlveness in pianissimo or fortis
simo. The volume which Mr.
can throw into any of his
voice registers is utterly astounding. Several times the illusion of
Ruffo is noticed, during a dramatic
A
phrase or a robusto passage.
lyric quality like that of Gravcure
is often evident.
The work of Mrs. D. W. Faw at
the piano was very satisfactory.
With but one or two rehearsals she
Bonelll throughout
accompanied
his rather difficult program with
a consummate ease and intellrgence
which are well known to Albuquerque people. At the end of the concert she was forced by the singer
to
upon the applause of
the audience.
Last night's concert was the second in the series being given under
the auspices of the Fortnightly
club. A more successful season has
never been known, and the artists
whom the club brings to this city
are certainly of extraordinary talent and skill. The reception tendered Godownky was perhaps even
a little overshadowed by Bonelli's
audience, which brought him hack
before tho footlights tima after
time.

ia
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mall
pouch containing $100,000 in cash
was believed to have been the object of ten armed and masked ban
dits who last night held up the
New Orleans limited on the Illinois
Central line near here in one of
the most spectacular train rob
beries In the middle west.
Ironically enough, the bandits
had the sack with the cash but for
some reason dropped It beside the
tracks.
After setting fire to the
cars tne robbers escaped in two au
tomobllea with two other sacks of
registered mall.
The bandits used firearms,
plosives and torches to accomplish
their work, firing a fusillade into
the mall car door, and when the
clerks refused to open it they blew
it In with two charges of dynamite.
After slugging and overpowering
the cKrks, the robbers blew open
the safe and scooped out Its contents and then fled.
STORY OP ROBBERY
TOLD BY ENGINEER
Champaign. 111.. Nov. 8. J. E.
Fogerty, engineer of tho Illinois
Central limited train which was
held up near Paxton last night and
the only member of the train crew
who took part in the affray and
escaped uninjured, told of how the
bullets flew past him, how he saw
twe of his companions shot, and his
other experiences, here thia morning.
"The first intimation I had of the
robberv came shortly after I had
left Paxton," he said. "I was
glove
reaching down to pick up aturned
when I beard a grunt. I
around. A masked man clambered
down beside me and thrust a revolver against my ribs. Another
had the fireman covered.
" 'Stick 'em up,' he shouted.
i
"Before I rould renlv lie had me
slow down and run on down to the
bridge across the Vermillion river.
" 'How many mail coaches are
there? he asked.
"I told him there were four and
he made me take them down. He
had a bunch of men waiting at the
river and had me flash the headlight twice to let them know all
was well with him. The bandit al
lowed me to send n wan, back to
flag oCtor trains.- - Then he forced

!Mj

THE ORIGIN OF THE STARS
BY

SWAGE'' TIRE CO.

s;

SflN DIE4D, CALIFORNIA'

.
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E. A. SCHICK & SONS

II

Lose a Small Fortune After
Dynamiting and Looting
a Safe on an Illinois Cen-

ill

ASSET IS THE SATISFIED CUSTOMER
lamMlMflHUMfUMMUimiMMItlliaMMIIMMlm
OUR BEST

SACK WITH

$100,000

fee?

for-est-

li

ROBBERS DROP

wlm
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"INDIAN" MILLER
he
sees i of Old Woman. Finally he began to wonder'
Th coyote is unhappy. Though
the whole world he is unhappy. His trails what was in the sack, but he remembered
tahe htm through wonderful places; for his promise. Finally he became hungry,'
they are scenic trails. No living man ever and then he wondered if there might be
had the gocd fortune to see the hundredth
something to cat in it. The temptation be-- 1
part of the fftzndid scenes he has seen. His came very great. He thought, "I will only'-loointo the sack; that could do no harm.".
trail passes among mountains and
So he untied the neck of the sack and.
and along the pleasant streams. He
travels so close to the ground that he sees peeped in. Out popped a little star; and as
it fluttered around him like a butterfly ht
many things the human eye does not observe. The flower is a familiar sight. to him. tried to catch it and put it back into the
sack. Then, when he dropped the sack to
Every locality is a miniature world to him.
catch that one, all the others came out and
He watches the ants running, each on its
separate errand, and flings them from his fluttered around Coyote in a swarm; and
before he could catch any of them they all
feet. He goes close to the ground and detects all the wonderful odors from the were flying too high for him to reach.
When Old Man saw the stars in the sky
flowers and the growing plants.
His feet are good. They carry him where he knew that Coyote had disobeyed him.!
But Old Man could not catch Coyote, for his
no moccasin could ever go. But Coyote enjoys little of his life; the things he sees feet were too good. So at last Old Man
mean little to him, for he always has a was satisfied to inflict an everlasting toothtoothache. It is true. In the old days when ache on Coyote, so that it became hereditary;
the sky was still black, Coyote was happy, and this is the reason that Coyote howls at
though he could see but little at night. One the stars at night and is afraid of man.
He travels far for his feet are good. Moday Old Man sent him on an important
errand. He said, " Take this sack to Old torists find Savage Cord tires, like Coyote's
Woman; and don't you dare open it." feet, are good on the longi bad traits. And
Loyote promised not to open the sack; and the cost is tow for the service they give, for
he started on the long journey to the home Savage Tires are Built to Excel, it is true.

.

(By The Associated Free.)
Paxton, 111., Nov. 8. A

The Equitable Life Assurance
Society of the United States

remittance.

23t

BY

tral Passenger Train.

MOTHER!

By means of Endowment Insurance you may buy a
fortune on instalments, to be delivered to your family
at your death, or to be drawn by yourself at tho end
of twenty years If you live. Tou secure the prize for
them, and run the race of life free from anxiety and
care.
Tour mind Is free; your capital Is free and a
fortune is practically secured for those you love. Every
year of delay Increases the cost and puts further
away the completion of the period when you may reap
the benefit of your foresight.
Send now for full particulars and sample . policy.

SUBSCRIPTION

CONCERT

e.

Phone 658.

FIRST

HE

Page Seven

215 North Fourth Street

Phone 141
ess:
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me to climb down and go back to
the mall car.
"In front of me the mall clerks
ordered ue to halt. They were
armed.
One bandit, his revolver
still sticking in my ribs, pushed a
Into
hands.
flashlight
" 'Show themmywho you are,' he
commanded.
The flashlight felt
like fire in my hands as I pushed
the button. 'Don't shoot, I'm the
engineer,' I cried out. The mail
clerks slammed the door shut. The
bandits waited a short time, then
placed a stick of dynamite under
the mall car. It wasn't strong
enough to wreck the car, but another opened the door.
"A moment later one of the mall
clerks was lying to one side with a
gash in Us head and the other was
standing with hie arms high m the
air alongside the car. Two of the
men blew the safe. The fireman
and I were forced to lie flat on the
bottom of the car while the bandits worked.
"By this time the passengers
were firing in our direction. From
the cars in front armed guards
poured a stream of bullets toward
the mail car. Flames from gasoline or waste, Ignited by the explosions, began to light un the interior
of the car. They made us throw
out the pouihes.
"Something had to be done. I
looked at Bangs, the fireman, who
was lying a short distance from
me. He signalled to jump and we
both ran for the engine. He was
shot as we ran but I was

ONE MAN IS WOUNDED
IN
FIGHT
ELECTION

election day at a voting booth In
LEGAL NOTICE
the eighteenth district late today.
was
Marseno
shot
Angelo
(REPUBLICATION.)
through the hip by one o two men
NOTICE
PUBLICATION.
who gave the names of Samuel Department ofFOB
th Interior, U. 8. Ltnd
Of flea, st Santa. Fa, N. M
Kupferman and John Kyan. A
Oct. t.
1H21.
dispute over the merits of rival
Notice la hereby clven that Ealome
candidates for alderman preceded
of Alameda. N. 11..
jr Chavez,
the fight. All three participants Montoya
who, on December 7, .1917, mad
were charged with felonious
No, 0J433J, for
home-lea-

This will fix
my cold
I

ALWAYS keep Dr. King's New
It breaks up
Discovery handy.
hard, stubborn colds and stops the
No harmful
paroxysms of coughing.
All
drugs, but just good medicine.
druggists, 60c.

Dr.

King's
New Discovery
For Colds

and Cougns

Stubborn Rnmla

Tml

I

ing the bowels unmoved results in
health destruction. Let the gently
stimulating Dr. King's Pills bnn$ to
(By Thd Anaorlatcd 1'reM.)
a regular, normal bowel functionNew York. Nov. 8. A running you 25
cents. AU druggists.
gun fight in which one man was ing. PROMPT! WON'T
GRIPE
seriously injured and nearly a
score of shots were fired, enlivened

D
. r.Kinc?s Pills

TONSILITI
thickly over
I Apply with
not flannel

throat-co- ver

0C4S

Vapo Rub

Ottt 17 Million Jan Uti YeaAu

d

entry,
SBt4,
KH SWtt SBH. EM BB14 NW14 BE,
action 27, township 9 N., ranie I E..
The silkworm moth has been cul- N. M. P. meridian, haa filed notlre of
tivated for more than 4,000 years. Intention to make three-reproof, to
eatablleh claim to the land above de
scribed, befote U. 8. Commissioner, Al- Duquerque, n. m on November 14, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses: Oulrlno
Coulter, Jacobo Medina, Aucuetln Alfaraa.
neator racnecnu, all of Chilllll. N. M.
A. M. BERGERK. Reenter.

Albuquerque Foundry
ant! Machine Works
Knulnf r

Pnnn1rni

Machinist?

OKillnitu m Iron. Bran, finmzs, Alum
Innm.
KIclrlo Motnra. Oit En sloe
Pump und Irrlpnti'tn.

Works sad Office Albuquerque.

NOTICE OP ADMINISTRATOR.
In the Matter of the Kstate of
Laura Charlotte Vorbach, Deceased,
Notice is hereby eiven that Rudd
Vorbach, Administrator of the estate of Laura Charlotte Vorbach,
deceased, has filed in the Probate
Court
County, New
Mexico, his final report as such Administrator and the court has appointed Thursday, the 17th day of
November, 1921. as the day for
hearing: objections, if any there be,
to the approval of said final report
and the discharge of said Administrator.
Witness my hand and the seal
of said Pre bate Court this 17th day
of October, 1921.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk ot Said Probato Court.
CUT THIS OUT IT IS WORTU
MONEY
Cut out this slip, enclose with Sc
and mall it to Foley it Co., 28S5
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writing
your name and address clearly.
You will receive in return a trial
package containing Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound for coughs,
colds and croup;
Foley Kidney
Pills for pains in sides and back;
rheumatism, backache, kidney and
bladder ailment; and Foley Cathartic Tablets, a wholesome and
thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
constipation, biliousness, headaches
and sluggish bowels. Bold

The Ideal Lunch
Sread is the most essential part ot
iny lunch. But our bread should
be the mainstay
ol your little
daughter's lunch because you real
Ize the wholesomeness, the pure
ness and deliciousncss that comThis
bines to make our bread.
realization should lead you to believe that sandwiches made of our
bread are Ideal.

Pioneer Bakery
207 South

First Street

Advertise in the Morning, Journal for best
results.
G. E.

Fletcher

Monument Works
Albuquerque, K M.
Memorials of the Bejtter
Kind

The region about the Dead sea is
one ot. the hottst places on the
globe, and the sea loses many tons
of water a day by evaporation.

We pay the freight to you

Albuquerque Corning Journal
AN INDEPENDENT

NEWSPAPER

Published By
JOURNAL PURUSIIING COMPANY
"

-

yearly.ln advance.t9.00.
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
rating than la accorded to any other paper In New
Mexico."

The

NOT TO BE EATEN UNTIL

take advantage of opportunities easily within their
reach. But even this would not remedy the matters; it would not teach them to read.
The fact remains that If we are to carry on a
y
successful campaign against Illiteracy, we must

1923.

Directory
American
Newspaper
in New Mexico Issued every day
.

MEMBER OK THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled to
of all news credited to
the use. for
it or not otherwise credited in this paper and also
herein.
the local news published
November 9. 1921
WEDNESDAY

methods which will get at this large number
of individuals.
It is said that these people number
millions. Would it not be worth while to investigate what manner of life these people lead for whom
the printed page is unintelligible?
"A SCRAP

rnOCEKDIXGS.

The Journal feels that some progress is being
made. Judge Hickey, of the District Court, in dismissing the contempt proceedings instituted by J.
M. Raynolds against tho publisher of the Journal,
held that such proceedings are criminnl In their
nature and can not be begun by private parties.
He held that they must be instituted in the name
of the state and prosecuted by tho district attorney
or the attorney general.
By this decision Judge Hickey has established
the rulo that newspapers cun not bo haled into court
for contempt at tho whim of private Individuals,
but that the gravity of the offense must bo sufficiently great that it appeals to the proper officials-of the state as a matter needing investigation
through a formal charge brought by the duly elected representatives of tho people and in the name
of the people.
This decision does not confer upon newspapers
any license to attack the dignity of the courts, but
does afford them protection
against frivolous
charges, brought by Individuals In order to vex and
burden the papers. It deprives individuals of the
power to intimidate newspapers by a threat of conYet it provides an adequate
tempt proceedings.
remedy in the event of an actual contempt.
,

Great Britain has at last discovered that Its
trado agreement with soviet Russia is nothing but
"a scrap of paper." So much Is admitted by the
chancellor of the exchequer, who says it s worm
unni T?,,sii iin nothing to trade. Thus
nact is defeated for
it is understood to have been a part of the treaty
that tho soviet should cease us propaganua. m wi
British possessions. Tho latter in fact was the
prlmo motive of the British in entering Into th
Tha onviot pvhlhited Its unreliability
and ,thus
In flaunting tho terms as to propaganda
.
. - . .
...
the British find themselves disappointed in rau
of
agreemnt.
parts
Yet, have tho British any cause to feel disapone is
pointed? When one treats with criminals
crudulous unless one expects to get the worst of
the deal. The British had tho means of knowing
the characters of the Russian authorities and if they
cerhoped for something to their advantage they the
realize
Now
faith.
they
sublime
had
tainly
much.
emptiness of that from which they expected
Until Russia installs a government that can be
trusted, it is better for the world to hold aloof
and let tho bolshevik! stew in the mess they hav

WELCOME TO ALBl'QCERQCE!
The Journal wishes to deny emphatically that
the attitude of Mr. George Rosllngton toward the
healthseekers in our midst is In any sense the attitude of the community generally. Mr. Rosllngton
opened his mouth and put his foot In it when he
Indulged In such comments.
Not only are the revenues brought here by sick
people one of our chief sources of prosperity, but
of Mr. Ros'.ington's "red bloodej,
people came here with slek members of
their family. Such is true of the writer, who proWe
and
fesses to be
understand such was the case with Mr. Rosllngton,
also.
The greatest product Albuquerque has to sell is
climate.
It costs nothing to produce it. Its consumption by sick folks produces hundreds of thousands of dollars per year.
Sick people are welcome to come to Albuquerque. They are invited to come. Wo want them:
we need them.
Many of these sick people of today will be the
well of tomorrow, becoming the driving force in a
community which they dare not leave. Many of
our most useful men and women of today were
sick folks yesterday.
Let us be sensible fair and decently polite toward our guests.
This Is said without disparagement of Mr.
main contention that we need red commercial and Industrial blood.
two-thir-

"red-blood-

."

nature.

And she .started to mark papers at her desk and after about
a half a hour Rhe sed, Well, who
has a fablo finished?

waved
WIch Leroy Shooster
his hand and Miss Kitty sed,
Very good, Leroy, reed it aloud
to the class.
Wich Leroy Shooster did, reed
ing, Once there was a camel and
a flee, and the flee sed, Hay
camel, if you leeve me jump over
you 111 leeve you Jump over me.
And the can. "I sed, All rite, thats
a go. And he bent his humps
down and tho flee Jumped over
him and then he started to Jump
over the flee but the flee was
hopping away to beet the band,
laffing, Ha ha ha you got to catch
me ferst. And the moral is, Its
a grate life if you dont weekon.
The fable started most promisingly, but I cant see how the
moral has eny connection, who
else has a fable completed? sed
Miss Kitty.
WIch Jimmy Egan waved his
hand and got up and red his.
being, Once a lion was eating a
load of hay, and a cow came up
to him and sed. Hay yburo not
sipposed to eat hay, youre a
Hon, hay! And the lion gave him
a crack on the Jaw and then ate
him up to prove he wasent jest
fooling with him. And the moral
is, wherever you see fire there
must ot bin some smoak.
I approve of neither the fable
nor the moral, and I mite as well
add that a cow is never a him,
who else has a fable? sed Miss
Wich nobody elts had,
Kitty.
and Miss Kitty sed, O well, we'll
go on to the Joggriffy lessin, perhaps its jest as well.
Wich perhaps it was.

However, when It comes to Lenine and Trotzky,
Russia has Its stomach full.

VERSE OF TODAY
SUNK LYON ESSE.
d
Lyenesse,
When the Sabbath eve shafts down
the
On
roofs, walls, b,elfriea
of the foundered town.
The Nereids pluck their lyres
Where the green translucency beats,
And. with motionless eyes at gaze.
Make mlnstrclfy in the streets.
sea-col-

wate- -

The ocean

stirs

n
casements and porch.
In
d
fish
Piles the
With fire In his skull for torch.
And the ringing wires resound,
And the unearthly lovely weep
In lament of the music they make
In the sullen courts of sleep.
salt-wor-

blunt-snoute-

Whose marble flowers bloom for ay.
d
And. lapped by the
tide,
Mock their carv.r with heart of stone,
d
side.
Caged In his
."alter de la Mare in the Century.

5

sales on all classes steady
to weak with yesterday's low time;
bids
lower; looks like poor
many
clearance. One prime load handy
best
weight steers bid. C11.00;
heavy, $9.25; common to good
sales
4.00;
early
cows, $3.50
fow 1,
stockers, $4.OOG.60;
Texas feeders, $6.35; calves
25o to EOc lower; good to choice
;
vealers, $9.0009.60.
Market
Hogs Receipts 11,000.
fairly active, 25c to 40c lower than
yesterday's average. Bulk 180 to
weights to packers,
$7.00; early top, $7.20 to shippers;
bulk of sales. $li.857.10;
bujlc
throwout sows, $5.50 if 6.00;
load
butcher sows,
$6.40; pigs 10c lower, bulk $7.75 '
c nn

I

!

j
J

i
f

d

oe

350-pou-

Killing
Sheep Receipts 8,000.
classes steady to 25c lower, mostly
Best western
15c to 25c iower.
lambs, $8.85; natives and goo
westerns mostly $8.500? 8.60; besl
ewes, $4.00
4.25; feeding lamb
steady to 10c lower; medium t
good kind. $7.50.

J

'

Denver Livestock.
8.
Cattle Re
Nov.
Denver,
",700.
Uteady to weak. Be
ceipts
steers, $'.00!fi)7.00; cows and helf-era. $2.755.00; calves, $5.60,
stockers
9 00; bulls,
$2.00 (f? 3.00 ;
and feeders, $4.506.00.
Market
Hoios Receipts 1,200.
15c to 25c lower. Top, $8.00; bulk
.,

!

S7.01K(JS.UU.

gheep Receipts 13,000. Market
steady to strong. Iambs, $7.60
feeder
8 25;
ewes, $2.5004.25;
lambs, $7.00 8.00.
.
,
CHICAGO PRODUTCE.

J

Chicago, Nov. 8. Butter Market lower. Creamery extras, 43c;
firsts, 3541c; seconds, 3234c;
standards, 37c.
ReMarket unsettled.
Y.gK
ceipts 7,440 cases. 43 Firsts, 5355c;
miscel47c;
ordinary COfirsts,
laneous,
0 52c; refrigerator extras, 34c; refrigerator firsts. 33c.ReMarket steady.
Potatoes
ceipts 89 cars. Total U. S. shipments 667. Northern white, sacked, $l'.701.85 CWt; bulk. $1.75
2.00 cwt.; sacked Red river Ohlos,
Idaho
cwt.; sacked
$1.50 0 1.65
Russets, $2.50 2.60 cwt.
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
Kansas City, Nov. 8. Butter,
eggs and poultry unchanged.
A silk thread measuring between
enn nr,A snn varrls in leneth may be
unwound from a silkworm cocoon.

SffiKBS

moon-gulle-

ING

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
B

MISSOURI FASHION NOTE.
French dressing is better on salad than on girls.
Southeast Missourlan.
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South Broadway, phono
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teichr hi
CinCAGO BOARD OF TRADE. WMBO Private (or
sauce!"
primary trait'
special training
to
I'm
what
"That's
going
just
!19 Nirth HlKh. phone 1193-MASON.
do. my rabbit friend!" growled a
Chicago, Nov. 8. Bullish senti
FRENCH with aFrnch teach
ment became more apparent in STUDY
savage voice.
ineiruction.
Either clasa or
And there, in the door, stood the wheat today than for a consider particular call atprivate
02. South Broadwf
labor." But when I get myself a Bushy Bear!
1B61-able time. Some renewal ot
or phone
"Did you Invite me in?" growled
brush, and paint my cottage porbuying of United States WANT To muke trip by auto. Novel
1? w fn inm.unH Kuinx
breadstuff's together with falling
tal, the neighbors to my gateway the bear.
ii
(no Ford); reference! reaulre
"I I thought you were Nurse off in receipts helped as a stimu- Etancla Mlse
rush, and whoop and Jeer and
k.. caro journal.
chortle "Your artwork gives my Jane!" stammered the bunny.
lus toward confidence. The finish, Adrtremx
na mnlhin f a ra in
iml
nerves the jumps," observes the
to r
"Well, no matter, you asked me although unsettled, was
dt
Jaunto come in, and here I am!" roared 1 " net higher with December at alrlnn Ideal home and excellentfitmllv
village weaver; "it looks like
training
mixed
up
dice and the mumps
the bad chap. "I'm not saying I $1,0414 to $1.04
and May $1.09
no other cnnaren; roierenco..
child:
for
I watch the wouldn't have come in anyhow, to $1.09. Corn gained c to V4.C Addrenn Mother, care journal.
with scarlet fever."
poet work his harp, his timbrel but here I am, and I must nibble and oats He to Uc Provisions
and his whistle, and I observe, your ears!"
varied from 17c decline to Be ad- WALL PAPER CLEANING
"The poet sharp requires less
"Oh, Please don't!" begged the vance.
EXl'liUT CbKANEKS of wall paper and
Home painting
With Holland reported as having
Interior decorations.
brains than gristle; give me a rabbit uncle.
makCall Jonn. 808S-a specialty.
that
show
will
I
too!"
I
howled
the
and
at
winter
hard
wheat
"Yes,
shall,
purchased
lyre
ing song is easy," but when shaggy fellow. "And I also heard the Gulf of Mexico and with
FOR SALE Houses
some odes I deftly throw, the crit- you say something about seeing Sweden said to have taken a liberal
I look the chili saueo," went on the bushy amount of rye, wheat moved up- SALE HOUSES
ics say they're cheesey.
FOR QUICK BALE $850 buya furnlih- e
down from my empty loft upon beast. "Is tHat it?" and he point- ward steadily, subject only to
ed new nuuse. luiu oum mgn.
othef ed to the Jars filled with red tomaoccasional setbacks.
the tollers under, and all the seems
Gossip
was current that Italy would-bto juice and other things.
BUSINESS CHANCES
jobs look soft, and mine
i
"That's1 chill sauce," sadly said buyer next week, and the market
hard as thunder.
SALE
FOIt
Garage, belt location la
nn
was
unaffected
the bunny.
by reports that
town.
Phone 879.
"Just what I want," the bear Italian firm was in financial diffi- FOR BALE Grocery nor
Addrcw
.
"But
answer-1said. "I have on my winter coat culties. Country offerings proved
ing it," Nurse Jane
care Journal.
Grocery,
I am in a deal of trouble, too."
of furs, and It's a bit warm today, small, and this circumstance when TEN I'ER CENT dlecount for cash on
"What about?" asked the bunny so a little chill sauce will cool me taken in connection with the much
good land contract; 1900 will handle.
rabbit.
off. I'll take a can!"
smaller receipts at all points was Phone 410.
deemed of especial significance :n FOR BALE Account bad heailh. dandy
He raised a Jar to his mouth.
"Well," went on the muskrat
"Hold on! Wait!" cried Uncle some quarters.
little restaurant, doing good business.
lady housekeeper, "the chill sauce
is about done, and I want to pour Wigglly.
Much attention also was given to Tnkes 1300 to handle. C. T care Journa.l
"That is CALLED chill
southwest
it into Jars to cool. But I also sauce, to be sure, BUT ".
the
that
from
FOR
SALE Account bad health, dandy
complaints
little rcsiaurant doing splendid busi
want to go over and call on Mrs.
"Never mind butting!" impo- prolonged dry weather was injur- ness.
She
Address, C. T., care Journal.
Llttletall, the rabbit lady.
litely interrupted the bear. "That's ing the outlook for the winter crop. FOR SALE
One of the best buslnoe
wants me to show her how to very well for goats. I know what
Corn and oats were firmer with
In
91
flMttJl
IhiiAil.MM.
make chili sauce like mine."
this chili sauce is. I'll take some wheat. Exporters appeared to be First street. Inquire
at Savoy Hotel T.
"Che couldn't want a better to cool my mouth!"
after corn as well as wheat and
kind," chuckled the bunny, "for I
With that he drank a lot of the rye.
d
At a bargain, fiv
never smelled any chili sauce so new chill sauce.
Acute weakness in the hog mar FOR SALE
But, though It
pool tablet and one billiard table,
I'll
Janle.
toddle
So
no longer hot from the fire, ket carried lard and ribs down to In
along,
was
good.
also one twelve-focondition;
soda fountain,
condition. In
pour tha chill sauce into Jars for it was hot with mustard, cloves, the lowest quotation this season.
Later, however, the provision mar- quire at 120 West Silver.
cinnamon and red pepper.
you."
said
of
a
will
showed
be
kind,"
ket
TUADE
SAMS
OR
A
"That
something
very
rally FOK
"Oh, wow! Oh. trolley cars Oh.
store in a bonmlnjr town, not far
Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy. "But be care- Jitneys!" howled the bear.
owing to the strength of grain.
"My
from
It
cost you about
will
Albuquerque;
ful not to burn yourself, as the moutn is on rirei on, waterl
Closing prices:
Whit have ,ou? Address Mer$3,000.
sauce is quite warm from having Water!" and, dropping the Jar, out
Wheat
Dec, $1.04; May, chant,
cure Journal.
cooked on the stove."
of the bungalow he ran, not hurt- $1.09V4.
FOH RALE
brick rooming
Corn Dec, 46ic; May, 52 c.
Uncle Wigglly said he'd be care- ing Uncle Wigglly at all.
house and residence combined, on targe
Oats Dec,
May, 37 He
ful. So when Nurse Jane had tied
"Well,-it'- s
a good thing chill
lot near business sett Ion; room for a
Pork Jan., $14.70.
her tail in a pink ribbon bow, and sauce is spicy and hot!" laughed
business building; a bargain at $9,800
Lard Jan., $8.67; March. $8.90. part terms. J. A. Hammond. 824 Eai
had i hopped over to the rabbit the bunny as Nurse Jane came
Silver.
Ribs
$7.75.
Uncle
house.
May,
Jan.,
began
$7.40;
Wigglly
back.
And if the mud puddle
lady's
to pour the chill sauce from the doesn't try to come In the house
BUSINESS
tablUhed
FOH BALE Old
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
merennti' business, located jn ratlruad.
kettle into the different Jars, and go to sleep in the middle ot
Will
soli
of
nonts
for
value
i.lnoi,
was
improve
winter.
where it
kept all
the clean tablecloth,' I'll tell you
Good reason for selling.
If itittrestd Jn
Chicago Livestock.
Sugar and spice and everything next about Uncle Wigglly and tho
osfifflca
address
proposition,
Chicago. Nov. 8. Cattle Re b x
nice had Nurse Jane put into this acorns.
Albuquerque.
chili sauce, and when it was cool
ceipts 14,000, Few early sales good
choice light and medium WANTED
to
and
Board & Room
in the Jars, which were ready
ADVICE FOR WOMEN WHO
weight steers and yearlings steady; WANTKD Hoom and board for high
have the tops screwed on, Uncle
SUITER,
schoni girl; referenres exchanged. AdWigglly took just a little taste of
"I advise every woman who Buf other killing classes dull, unevenly
bulk dress Bnx 137, core Journal.
the sauce.
fers with kidney trouble to try lower. Top yearlings, $11.60;
stockers
"Wow!" he exclaimed, as he felt Foley KI' ney Pills," writes Mrs, beef steers, $6.009.25:
LOST AND FOUND
it on his tongue. "It is very hot, Bessie Brawner, 2622 Scovllle Ave., and feeders steady.
Market L u S T rtr'sTf()Tlr
Hogs Receipts 47,000,
though they calj, it by the cold Cleveland, O. "I could not do my
reward.
name of chili sauce! And it Isn't housework, but since taking Foley 25c to 40c lower than yesterday's phone
hot from the fire, either. It is hot Kidney Pills I feel, like a new wom- average. Practical ton early, $7.35 FOUND Liunch of keys. Apply Kabbi
Bertrman.
because it has vinegar, mustard, an and am able to do my work." later, $7.25; bulk, $6.857.25; pigs
red pepper and horseradish in. Rheumatic pains, swollen ankles, mostly 25c lower, bulk desirable
Mrs, H. K. Dalton, money and Vendor
But a little is all right."
backache, stiff Joints, sore muscles $7.75 8.00; mostly $8.00; few at Lien
notes made to H. E. Talton; atwo
Uncle Wigglly drank some cool and sleeo disturbing bladder ail 18.10.
valu.ibU receipt; finder return to 209
15.000.
Killing
water to make his tongue feel bet- ments indicato disordered kidneys.
Sheep Receipts
North
High; reward.
ter and then he sat down to wait Foley Kidney Pills act promptly. classes slow, generally steady. Native lambs to packers, $8.608.75;
Journal Wants bring results.
for Nurse Jane to come back Sold everywhere.
f
(By Th
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EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

home. Soon there was a patter of
feet on the steps, and the bunny
Jumped up crying:
"Come in and see the chill

RHYMES

PERSONAL

THE MARKETS

stone-ribbe-

AMERICA'S STRENGTH.
I see the farmer milk a cow, and
A nation with approximately 50 per cent of Its
It, there is no
families domiciled in homes they own need have I remark, "Beshrew
anyone
trick to that, I swow, and
for its future. Pittsburgh Gazette-Timei no fears
1 try to d
when
could do it." But
and
so
slow
work's
the Btunt my
Mars-lik- e
LOTS OF JALOOXS I.IKE THAT.
the cow kicks In mysomerhalting,
is
It
said that there are saloons in Philadelphia
front and leaves me
that have never heard of the Volstead law. This saulting.
I see the blacksmith
may be attributed to the proverbial slowness of shoe a mule, and you may hear
"fiivo me thp oropcr
Philadelphia.
Birmingham
sort of tool, and I could shoe thath
WHEN ALL PEOPLE AGREE.
critter." And when tne
says, "Just try!" I take his
People disagree about everything excepting that
then through
of
prices
things they have to sell are too low and nails and hammer,
the prices of things they must buy are too high.
the smithy roof I fly and raise a
Atchison Globe.
doleful clamor. I see the toartist
MAIN STREET ABROAD.
my
paint a fence, and mutter
"Oh, any man of comneiKhbor,
IN
WISE
KING
SOLOMON'S
DAY.
Like certain species of moths, best sellers In ficSolomon might have written "of tho making of mon sense could do that sort of
tion are notoriously short-liveWith an appetite many strikes, there Is no end." He didn't.
There
whetted by display cards and other publicity de- was an open shop when the Temple was built, and
eight-hou- r
no
in
Jerusalem.
all
day
vices known only to book publishers and dealers,
Brooklyn
the reading public pounces upon the best seller on Eagle.
the first day of its appearance, and for a month or
two nothing will satisfy it but this one book.
The best seller In fiction which will hold its place
Paris
By Howard
at the head of the list for six or eight months I a
I'AME'S CHOSEN.
rare book. In unmannerly fashion these widely
Copyright. 1921. by McClure
read books are always crowding each other out of
Newspaper syndicate.
(From the Cincinnati Enquirer.)
first place. Last come, sold first, is the slogan ir.
mcmFrom
in France, to
CXCLE WKiGILY AND THE
the world of best sellers. If the best Beller is of the orlcd Arlington, where rest the nation's
CHILI SAUCE.
great, comes
lightest sort of fiction, It often fares worse than the body of an unknown American soldier for
those which carry a more serious message. Then sepulture.
When Uncle Wigglly reached his
will attend the chosen ruler 'hollow stump bungalow one day,
it is sold with a rush the first few weeks of its life, of At these obsequies
the republic, the high dignitaries of state, the ihavlng been out in the woods lookand Its sales show a quick falling off as soon as a representatives
of the great powers to do honor to
smelled,
one whose name forever must be hidden. What a ing for an adventure, he
competitor appears.
But even the fact that it is a book with a serious destiny! How inspiring to the ycuth of the nation coming from a paruy upencu
r
anu
message can hardly account for the perseverance who, in future years, may stand by the grave of the dow. a most delicious
The mother of this hero, who died in
unknown!
which
with
SInclalv fowls' "Main Street" has clunt the cause of humanity, never may know that it is
t wnnder what that can
to first place. Today, almost a year after its first her son who lies there, who was entombed with be?" exclaimed the bunny gen- uaj
appearance, it is still one of the six books in great- honors such as only are accorded to those whose man. "It is too late in me with
est demand at the book stores, and public libraries deeds have won them a lasting- place in the heart for Nurse Jane to bo busy
as
for
And
will
in
apple
of millions.
But
America
mother
every
throughout the country report even now that no know that the sleeper there is even as her own son, dumplings, we had those yester
other book of fiction is more widely asked for.
a type of the republic's virtues and patriotism.
I wonder wimi una in.
day.
forever unknown, and yet Immortal! He may
Not many of our best sellers in fiction go abroad
AS) Uncle Wlggliy arcw neaiei
mell became stronger,
,u
the
or
come
be
officer
have
.nim
He
from
may
private.
to foreign markets.
for
They are too short-live- d
north shores of the Atlantic or from the and mingled with it was a sort of
that. It was reasonable to suppose that Canada' rugged
golden California clime, from a farm in Kansas or sweet odor, like roses in June.
the
should want to see our Main Street.
But when from the woodla: ds of Oregon, from the ranks of
Also there was to bo heard
tinkle of
England exhausts three editions; when tho Swedes the strugglers or the environments of opulence. It clatter of pans and the Jams
was
while Nurse
have it translated so that they may read it; and matters not whence he came, he belongs to America itIbmoh
and to Fame. No man may know the story of his slngingr a song like this:
when other European countries are asking for transpassing, whether it was In the hell of the Argonne, "Cinnamon, nutmeg, mustard, cloves
lations, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that in some wild charge on the Marne, under the walls All my bread I bake in loaves.
I must make Wiggy's bed ot moss,
our middle western America has produced a piece of St. Mihlel or i n some lonely
trench. But all men will know that he died for And then I'll can this rhili sauce."
of literary art of distinct merit.
America, for liberty, for civilization, for humanity,
"Oh ho! Then it's chili sauce
He represents all that heroism, devotion, loyalty and you are cooking; is it, Nurse
THOSE WHO CAN'T READ.
sacrifice may mean. With hiB compeers he will Jane?" asked Uncle Wigglly, as he
rest through the endless years. Great in death as hopped over the doorsill, his pink
he was great in duty to the uttermost, his tomb will nose twinkling twice as fast beIf what we have learned from investigations bo
a shrine upon which generations will place the cause he smelled so many good
carried on during and since the war comes any- bays of reverent
appreciations, the flowers of grate things. sauce Is
where near the truth, the problem of illiteracy ful memory.
"Chill
right I'm mak
somewhat
goes
deeper than we had supposed. Wtt
had thought that all we had to do to stamp out
(Copyright 1921 by George Matthew Adams
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
Illiteracy was to make sure that every child received a primary school education.
K
But it seems that If that is not a positive guarUTOE
x
juv- -.
antee against illiteracy. It may sound somewhat
L.
( cam Hoo sricvi ;
"
incredible, but among educators who have scanned
Me. VMM- Closely the mental tests which were given our
soldiers ttie opinion seems to be growing that peoJ
illitple can forget to read. Some of our
eracy Is to be laid at the door of lack of occasion
and Inducement for reading. The school, it Is
maintained, might put all Its resources to work to
teach individuals to read fairly well, but still if by
chance any of these individuals leave school at an
early enough age, they could forget what they had
learned.
As a matter of fact, a great many children leave
school at an age before reading has become a habit
with them. No doubt a goodly share of these unfortunates eventually lead lives in which the ability to read is fostered because of necessity. But
there still remains an alarmingly large number to
whom this good fortune does not come. Despite
the fact that thousands of tons of printed matter
are sent from the presses of the country every day,
these persons find neither occasion nor- inducement to look at printed page;i. We might blame
the offending individuals for being too shiftless to
-

I

:

dull;;-mornin-

Today in skool Mies Kitty red
us some fables, saying, So now
the 2 main points to remember
about fables are 1st that they
allways dcel with animals who
possess the power of speetch and
2nd that they allways prove something, or in other werds. they
have a moral. Now I wunt everybody to make up a fable, and remember, it must havo a moral,
sutch as He who laffs last laft's
best, or Its a long lane that has
no ternlng, or something ot that

This docs not include refusal to relieve
brewed.
ton.in Vint nnvnne who trades on the foun
dation of bolshevikl honor will regret it, if it Is the
hope that honor will be found there.

In

f

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City. Nov. 8. Cattle
Receipts 17,000. All classes

OF PAPER."

V.

CONTEMPT

many held higher; feeders active
several loads choice at $8.00.

LITTLE
BENNYS
WOTE BOOK,

cm-plo-

D. A. MACPHEKSON.
CARL C. MAQEB.
Secretary
President.
.Business MsnnRer
D. A. MACPHEKSON
...Edlior-ln-Chle.
f
CARL C. M AUKE. .
NT A TI V ES
UEPII
C. J. ANDEHSON
Marquette Hldg., Chicago. III.
4d jt..Jjew fork
RALPH R. MtJU.IQAN.48
matter at the poatoffice
Entered as second-claw- i
of Albuquerque, N. M.. under act of Congress of
March 17. 1878
terms tin- SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mail, one month. 85e:
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In the year.
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house,

un-

f
for light house..
furnished.
.$35.00
keeping'
- Rnnm house, furnished
,37.80
Lowlands.
- Ronm house, fur65.00
nished
- Rnom house, furnished
$100.00
house, fur$ 55.00
nished
apartment,
$ 25.00
furnished
apartment,
apartment,

what

you

want-na-ve

it.

S

S5.00

we may

T. KINGSBURY,
REALTOR

Loans and Insnrnnce.
210 V. Gold.
Phone 907--
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Service).
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LOOK AT THE
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MOTTO:
"SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC
We give special attention to locating the stranger in a home.
Our autoa are at your service
Several houses and apartments
for rent.
EXTRA WELT. Bl'I LT
ALMOST NEW BHIC'K
ITardwood floors, garage, sidewalks, lawn. etc. With or without furniture. Close in, good
terms. Fine location. Lowlands.
Immediate possession.

U

--

A
Seven-roo-

REAL GOLD MINE
SOME BUY
brick,
furnished, Six rooms, hallway, two extra
m

sleeping porches to accommodate
12 beds. Ideally located
for a
rooming house. Will pay big per
cent on the Investment. Priced to
sell quick, $5,260.
ACKLTtSON, & filUf'HTH,
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth.
Phono 414.

FURNISHED,

$750

CASH

large porches, bath, garage, lawn,
shade, close In, Highlands, This
place la an Ideal home. It la so
arranged that It can be used for
two flats. Only $5,000 on reasonable terms. Don't overlook this,
it's sure
buy.

SHELLEY REALTY CO,

289.

white woman
COMPETENT, refined
wants f list-claposition as houseIn
keeper or cook, for family of adults.
convenient home; must have good condi
ana
tions: when answering atate salary
Address C. J. B., care
all nartleulars.
Journal.

fine
location; newly decorated,
shade; $750 cash, balance like
rent. Step lively, the price, $4,000
J. P. GILL, REAL ESTATE.
115 S. Second.
rhone 723--

IUIU CI.KANEUS
MATTRESSES
renovated 13
Bedding

' MmiK'ii.
Seventh

AUTOMOBILES

FOR AUTOMOBILES, "t3 per
710 West Kent.
month
FOR SALE Ford roadster, truck body.
gooo snape. call 1514-FOR SALE Ranches
FOR SALE Ford touring car and Ford
close
in,
Itanch,
Fine
Valley
SALE
i'OU
truck, inquire 710 North Thirteenth.
at less than improvements cost; or
will trade for good residence in town, FOR SALE Bulck light1 alx. recontiv
.
overhauled:
North Third.
bargain.
.Postofflce box .24 or pnone
6
SALE
Bulck touring car
vih kale Country home, stucco house. FOR
nrat-clas- s
cond It on. Bond-Dillo- n
Co..
seven
rooms, steam heated, electric
' lights; on ten-acranch; In alfalfa and ciiy.
Address Postnfflce bog S77, nr EXPERT RADIATOR REPAIRING. O.
.orchard.
K. Sheet Metal
Works. 21 North
phone 24fl7-R- 4
'
ranch, on main i nira.
KOR SALE Nine-aor- e
FOR
SALE
Some
extra
and
house
new
garage;
good used cars;
ditch;
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto fn. ana
mile from school, one and one-ha- lf
luwest, ventral.
miles west Barelaa bridge.
FOR SALE 1821 Hudson sport model.
nula at Hunt's Ranch.
worth 12.800.
will sell for tllf.ll
'. IP LOOKING for a comfortable home
estabPhone 4!0-and
anS
profitable
pleasant
at
same
FOR SALE Swart racing car, In good
lished business, you can sesure
a bargain; four acres, two miles I from
shape, a bargain to tho first party.
maa,
douDw
west central.
postofflce. on mainK ditch,
ua
tnnlB. htooded riiney,
.1l.1f.n
BAL.ii jdjs olds six tourlna:
a
.
chickens and turkeys; also furniture;
genuine oargain. 1525. or win trade:
will sell on terms to responsible .ejople. terms
It
desired.
Co..
Mcintosh
Auto
Phnna S41A-J608 West Central.
8ALE Chevrolet, stripped down.
FOR RENT Office Room FOR
490 rondster, first-clas- s
shaDe. self star- ;
tei
or
desk
demonstrate.
loom.
priced to sel : w
FOR KENT Office space
Box 8. One S., care Journal.
.
Address
close In: reasonable.
FOR SALE 1818 MttcheTi
care Journal.
six! new
office, etaain Inlpaint: a bargain: Ford sDeedBtnr. nan
VOll RENT Attractive
on eaey terms.
will
sell
furnished
price
today;
water
and
heat, light
22? North ' Fourth.
building, opposite postofflce.
. Wright
NT
Ford touring, mechanThree very desirable office FOR 8ALE 1920
IFOR-REically right; a real bargain; will trade;
rooms light, heat and water; will rent terms
it
desired.
Mcintosh Auto Co..
B.
Mllner. 08 West
separately or as a whole. A.23.
Central.
S1J4 V'ct Central, phone
FOR SALE Automobile, 1921 baby Over- mnu, usee, oniy nine months, 8390 cash;
CARPENTERING
party must sell. Call at Kahn'a Store,
PETTfFORD THE Odd" JOB MAN. 109 North First.
FOR SALE Ford
kind of work, rhone 1678-At
truck, driven
1.000 miles: priced to eeii.
Mnvlnr
paintcarpentering, 146H-WANTED Odd-lob- s
a
picture
also
lighting
outfit;
Phone
roof
plant,
repairing.
and
ing
637-Delcn,
else.
Phone
large
FOR HOt'PlS OR ROOF "PAINTING
FOR
SALE
Two
Sulck
1918
sixes.
rirst-rtas- s
reasonable
light
prlees.
work;
moaeis, loao and 8760; Ford truck,
decree T Frown tfttfl Ronlh Brosdwav
175; one-to- n
Tord truck, worm drive.
or having your 3o0; Ford speedster, 8176: Dodge tour1FOHE BUILDING
; nur figures
muse repair) d. call 354-ing car, 8400. 118 West Gold.
-Ight. No 4o., ton large or too small. 1 WILL completely overhaul your car
for 886.00. Work absolutely guaran
FOK SALE Liyettocte
teed
I have no overhead expenses. Four
mechanics.
or
Phone 861-expert
Good
Matthew
milker.
ANTED
Dairy, 637-phone 420.
710 FOR SALE Light touring car. in good
FOR SALE Fresh Ilolstein cow.
shape prlctlcally new tubes and cas
North Thirteenth.
ings; has motormeter, large cutout, exZickert's
rams.
FOR SALE Angora
wheel and casing, etc.; will trade on
tra
Ranch phone 2417-Jreal ea'ate. accept Vlctrola or sell It
1100 South Walter.
FOR SALE Two tresn milk cows 142J very cheap
Routh Broadway
Oeorge Blake
d
mare.
Call
FOR SALE
FOR HALE New Ford, 1921 model tonr- After S p. m. 1210 North Twelfth.
fng: driven less than 1.000 miles: extra
Three high-grad- e
heifora,
FOR HALE
one three months old. other two 'ifteen fire: starter: demountable rims, 8460.
McCullouah
Bulck Co., Fifth and Gold,
2413-Rmnnlhs. T. P. QUI, hone
.
phona 120D.
AUCTION 8ALE "ovember 15, 1921, at
10 a. m., at Fort Wlngate, N. M., eight
(SI surplus horses to be sold at auction
sale to tho hlshest bidder. By order of MATTRESS
V
RENOVATING
Cimmanillng Officer.' John McDonald.
FORSA"i7n Clieup. ge'mlaj family drivI15U and up
IIIC.MIVATIMI
Olllie.htt
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, for
ing and su'lilio horse; also buggy. InItur packing. Phoua. 471. Ervln Red.
quire Santa Fe Shoe Shop, opposite Imding Company,
perial Laundry.
STORAGE

459--

S16

J.

W.Gold.

Mr. and Mrs. Heltheeeker,
Small Kew Hons
In Highlands,
SMftO.OO.

Nice living room with plenty of
kitchen with
convenient
built-i- n
features, Datlr room complete; Ideal sleeping room where one
can get good fresh air and sun;
beautiful view, neighborhood of the
the best; make a substantial payment down and move In. The bouse
la made of adobe and Is stucooed
while. It will be good and warm
for this winter. See ua without delay, aa it will not last long on the
market
D1KIKMANN REALTY COMPANY
Realtors.
Real l.atate, Insurance, Loans.
109 W. Gold Ave.
Phone S70
windows,

J.

SO and
op
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
Co., phone 471
BETTER DOKAK
FINISHING It ia
better. Return postage paid on mall
orders. The Barnum Sludlo. !1D'4 West
Central, Albuquerque. N. M.
WANTF.D
Careful Kodak finishing.
DRESSMAKING
Twice dally, service. Remember, satis
or
tire
home
at
faction guaranteed. Send your finishing
WANTED Sewing
by
to a reliable, established firm, llanna
day Phone 1916-WANTED Sewing. Mrs. Lee Foster, 403 A Hanna. Master Photographers.
North Fourth, phone aa.t'J-ALBUQUERQUE
WINDOW CLEANING
CO.
Windows cleaned
URMSiTlTCHINO.
and
floors
oleatlng. Williams' Mil
offices and houses
scrubbed; stores,
llnery. 200 South Broadway, ph IQTil-rates
reasonable
and
honest
cleaned;
work.
t
WANTED DMsmaklng, by day or
Postofflce box 101. phone A. Granone, 2fi2.
special'
my homo; children's sewing a 1130-00 North Second, phone
ty.
DRESSMAKING Ladles' tailoring; even- ROOF WORK of all kinds Repairing
ing dressea. beading and embroidering
and painting, roofs built up. work guar
Phone 1825-anteed. Call 642, for man.
side and box;
accordion,
, 1'I.EATING,

Crane Apartments, phone 814.
INDIAN
designs for em
hrnldrrv
tencilllng: blouses, smocks
1801
or children's clothes. Phone J81-East Bl'ver.

rhone

Six large rooms, two good porches
modern house, close In, splendid

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow tall over the West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
Work
to people who demand quality.
FOIt SALE
64, 000
Double frame cottage, I rooms. '.a before II i. m. mailed same day
bath, glassed porch on each tide, com Work In before 5 p. m. mailed noon next
Address work to
.
day.
rents lor ISO
pletely furnished:
THE RED ARROW,
monthGust Central.
Five-rooE. Laa Vegas
18.000
cement blook bungs
Albuquerque
(We want K representative In lO'Jh
, Ion, modern, bult In feature!, fireplace,
furnace Fourth ward.
territory.)
Five-rooJfl.SOO
white stucco bungalow,
modern, large moms, hardwood floors,
fireplace, furnace, corner, line location
WANTED Miscellaneous
Fourth wnrd.
Houaea FOR catering and
Pome good ranches for aale.
serving, call loSIMV.
and Iota In all pnrta of the city. Bust
to board.
Cattle
Phone
ness pn.pe'ty and business opportunities.
A. I I.I.ISl I1KH, Kt.ALTUn,
Automobile
Wanted Carpentei work. Job or days
Insurance),
fire Insurance.
Hhcne MS:: W
Mule
lns. Burglnry, Public Lla.
S OVKS POLISHED and let up
btllty. Compensation Insurance.
Surety Bond.
Bedding Co., phone 471.
rhone 674. WANTED
Ill South Fourth St.
Good second-twn- d
furniture.
What have you ? J'hjne 944-.- 1
JANITOR for housecleaning work, floor
WANTED Position
J. W. Lowe, phone 1972-waxing.
. WAN'i l'D
l.nundry work to take home. FOR PAINTING, paper hanging, tintor by the day. Phone 21Q1-ing and furniture reflnishlng call M0
and WANTED
wb audit, chuck, open, close
Your garbage. Pnone 240U UX
& ZAN,
WILLIAMS
keep oooks.
or write C. W. Hunter, general delivery
room 8 MeMnl building.
Phone 70t-WANTED
To buy small Iron aafe. Call
NURSE with two yens' experience
American Furniture Co., ,223 South
warns position uuriing and Second.
''leerhospital,.muse
41
J
for
hcaltheeekir.
ng
WANTED
To rent
building or room,
Stuth Edith
large enough for three or tour automoMAX wants Janitor work, roar. biles.
WHITk,
Phone lm-J- .
'
church
ried, good health, experienced
EXPERIENCED hsnd
laundress will
ind school; take anything. Call 6&S-take laundry home; men's work preas. J, Vut.tw, ask for Kelly.
ferred. Phone 1688-WANTED
Position by intelligent young WELDING AND CUTTING
of metals;
man; experienced in general office
also welders'
and carbide for
.fork; can drive car; have had experience sale. N. M. Steelsupplies
Co..
Inc., phone 1947-is private secretary; references. Address
WA NTE D To" go to fcos" Angeles with
rf. M. 8., care journal.
some ona in car: can drive uny kind of
A
WANTED
intelligen
car; willing to pay some expenses. Call
' . young man desires position; eiectrlca
and battery experience; also aales; can M. J. Lee, Hem Hotel.
Well driller who would like
tfurnlsh A-- l references; not a health WANTED
' seeker.
to take good
40
1
acre government
M., care Journal.
J. F. Branson, 215 South
BUSINESS depression maltea available homestead
681-Third,
r
accountant-bookkeepephone
American
capable
and stenographer, with thorough MAX RARGAIN STORE, at Sir South
First, will pay the highest prices for
knowledge of Spanish and salesmanship,
Adyour secondhand clothing, shoes and
detailed qualifications on request.
box
241.
Postofflce
Phone 838
phone furniture.
dress Results,

....

-
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TO HA.VE Ui PUT )
THIb WHERE VOU WANT
A--- J
IT
IT'LL. TAVcf
1 HKEE. MEN TO

r

$ 25. Of

furnished

D,

W-

the Internationa)

bUR-e- .

45-0-

unfurnished

Tell us

NUbT WeiH
TWO TONT

by

$27.00

furnished

6-

,TATUE

1921

Registered

(60.00

nished

5-

THIS

I

.

FOR RENT
Highlands
house, fur-

apartment and
sleeping porch, fur-

4-

..

I'LL HIDE NE MONEY
s.r4 i
v Ull i i t )
CHOWDER PARTY UNDER
THI-RUC, UNTIL MASIE
OXft) OT - SAFETY FIR-y-

IJfCOME PROPEUTT
Four good brick houses containing ten complete apartments furnished, located close
convenin, in the highlands;
ient for health seekers. These
apartments are always rented
and bring an income better
than four hundred dollars per
month. If you are looking for
an Investment that is a good
one. let us give you further details on this Investment.

nished

Copyright,

Page Nine

$1200

CASH

BUYS

modern house, furnished or unfurnished; fireplace and sleeping porch. Newly decorated inside and out
Balance
Close In.
monthly
A. C. STARES
Estate Insurance
Real
$19 W. Gold Ave.
Phone 168
Five-roo- m

FOR RENT

Dwellings

RENT Five roomt ana two glass
porches. G21 North Thirteenth.
FOR RENT Two-roohouse, furnlehecC
13o
South Walter. Call In rear.
Five-rooFOR RENT
rurnlshed house.
Garage. Inquire at 303 South First.
FOR
four-rooRE.VfWeTOuTnlsmid
h"use, at 328 North Fourth, Dr.
FOR

I'OR RENT
ed house,

Four-roomodern furnish.
702 Eaat
sleeping porch.

Central.
Three-rooFOR
RENT
furnished
house, sleeping porch, $25; key at 708
Enst Santa Fe.
Three-rooFOR
RENT
rurnlshed
house and bath, large sleeping porch.
1117 East Central.
FOR RENT Five-roomodern house.
furnished. (04 South Walter. Inquire
614 Enst Santa Fe.
FOR RENT New
house and
sleeping porch, cheap. 730 East Santa
Fe.
FOR RENT Three light housekeeping
rooms wit Sleeping porch. 124. GU
dersleeve Electric Co., phone 1720-FOR RENT Four-roohouse, furnished
water, lights and garage, 1703 South
j'.onn.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
house, furnace heat. Hi 9 North Third.
Inquire at Grand Central Hotel, room 80,
between 10 and 5.
FOR RENT Small bungalow, one room
ana canvas sleeping porch, completely furnished for housekeeping; light nd
water paid. Hit West Coal.
FOR RENT Three-roohouse with city
water and electrlo lights, at 608 South
Ninth, rent 117.60. City Realty Co., 207
Wept OoM. phone 667.
FOR RENT Three, four and five-rooand houses; some furapartments
nished: modern. W. H. McMllllon. 206
West Gold.
FOR RENT Furnished three-roomodern house, with glassed-i- n
sleeping
porch, and garage, at 617 East Pacific.
Inquire at 1000 Stouth Edith.
FOR RENT By tecener 16, to responsible tenants completely furnished,
five-roohouse; garage.
Inquire at
220
North nigh street, city.
FOR RENT Newthree-rooand "glassed sleeping room, modern bungalow,
with gerage; lease considered; no children. Inquire rear, 1220 North Fifth,
phone 1929-FOR RENT Five-roobrick houie.
bath, screened sleeping porch, window
shades and coal range In house, newly
Call
0, water free.
decorated, rarage,
at 220 North High.

HELP WANTED,
Male.
WANTED Experienced groceryman for
out of town position. Apply mornings.
Phone 720-Expert 8ervice Bureau.
WANTED Four Fat boya or girls. Call
at
Dairy Association, at
4:80 p. m., November 10.
START NOW.
Toung t.ena Christian
Association Auto Repair School, Los
Aogelea.

WANTED Bright young boy, about
eighteen, for office work, with good
company; chance for advancement. Address., lOOOcare Journal,
WANTED flroceryman for out of town
store; man with both outside and Inside experience: permanent position. Ap
ply Tna Diamond Coal company, Aim.,
querque N. M.
Pemnte
WANTED Experienced collar girl.
Laundry.
WANTED
Experienced saleswoman.
Apply at The Economist.
WA NTED .Experienced
cook.
Apply
Mrs. Weinman, 708 West Copper.
WANTED
Woman who can sew.
Mrs. Hazlett,
Dressmaking Parlor.
802 Kent.
WANTED Experienced girl for general
housework.
Mrs.
Apply mornings,
David Wei Her. 11 20 Weat TIJerns.
EARN BOARD Room and 810
month
while attending achool: catalogue fre- Mackay Business College, 904 !i South
main, 1.0a Angeles.
WANTED American woman for general hnuaework. If married have house
In which man and wife can live, but do
not need man's services. Phone 804-nr apply 805 East Grand, city.

Male and Female.
WANTED Solicitors.
Call In person.
Hanna'a. 406 West Central.
WANTED Man and wife to work on
ranch, near town; no children. Phone

1B16--

WANTED Well qualified bookkeepers
and Stenoaranhere for noaltlone In New
Mexico and Arizona.
Apply mornings.
Export Service Bureau.

WANTED

Rooms

WANTED HousekeeDlna-"- ' room or small
lndv nmnlnnH nirri
apartment,
fop
eleven-year-ol- d
girl. Answer, giving
price. Address B. M.. care Journal.

Journal Wants bring results.

J

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE

ARE YOU A THINKER
If so see North Fourth street
lust beyond Mountain Road, observe the new
look
at the growingenterprises,
surroundings.
will make good
Somebody
money in this section. Why
'

Four - room

modern
house,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, hardwood floors throughout, large
basement, built-i- n laundry tubs,
?arage, full size lot, all for only
$3,800. Reasonable terms.

50-fo-

five-roo-

white

WANTED

AT

5

FOR SALE

ONCE

bargain, 621 , North Thirteenth street, $600 cut In price.
Five rooms, two glass porches,
one screen porch, modern, except heat.
A

Experienced Salespeople Those
who are competent to assist in
the arranging and marking
down of our entire stock for
our GREAT FIRE SALE.

Rosenwald's

FOR SALE

Apply to J. W. Prcstcl, Mgr.

ton
ton

fUit KtN I

Kooau

i Kuuln. .,16 VV'esl Cupper.
KttiNi Kuom. 4U North.- Fourth.
FOR RENT Large front "room1488-FUR RENT Several unfurnished rootoa.
124 South Edith.
Fur HEN T Furnished room, 12) fem.b
Wulter, phone 2ui2-W- .
FOR RENT Three furnished
modern. 1011 North First.
FOB RENT One good
room. 612 North Second. housekeeping
FOR RENT Furnished room, furnace
heat; no sick. 307 8outh Walter.
FOR iiENT Nice front room. furniahed,
No sick. 416 South Edith.
FOR KENT Two furnished rooms.
17J7
West Central, phone 1749-- Furnlsne'c rooms. 21
FOR RENTSouth Waller. phue 161,7 J
FOR KENT Light housekeeping rooms
and bedroom. 210 North Fourth.
FO RRENT Furnished front room, with
bath connection. 710 West Lead.
FOR RENT 'two o three rooms for
light housekeeping. 423 West Iron.
FOh RE.mT Nicely furnlsiied bed room,
close In. Phone 1686-420 West Coal.
FURNISHED rooms, hot water beat; no
no cniiaren.
414 West Silver.
.
FOR KENT Furnished "rooms foP sleeping and light housekeeping. 207 North
nign.
Nice front mum, private
uk
605 North
entrance, next to bath.
r ourtn.
OK
E.T Nicely furnished from
room, path adjoining, for gentleman,
eioae in. sot west Coal.
FOR RENT Rt urns, by the week; ijr
nace heat. IIS 4 West Sllvor, jh'.ne
ivfci.s

hi,.i

FOR RENT Nice front room in mod
ern home, adjoining bath; no sick.

m

FOR KENT Two front rooms furnished
for light housekeeping. Apply after 8
p. m.. sua weat Lead.
FOR RENT Front room, private
trance, adjoining bath, close in. 806
Nurtn Edith.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished ooin, out
side entrance; also garage; no sick.
inn jorin eecona.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms ior
61
light housekeeping; reasiuole.
South Arno.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
room,
steam heat, hot and cold water. 611
west coal.
FOR RENT Nice room with private
tamiiy; with or without board. 807
North Fourth.
FOR KENT Three modern
furnished
rooms for light housekeeping.
423
West Santa Fe.
FOR liliNT Furnished two small mod
ern houaekeeplng rooms.
728 South
Edltn; no sick; no children.
FOR RENT Room and glaaaed-l- n
aleen.
lug porcn; gentleman only. 224 South
waiter Bt. pnone 2278-OH REN i Furnished ruoma for ilgm
housekeeping; modern: also sleeping
porcn. sis vest silver.
rOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and
steeping norcb. for two nersonst no
children. 110 South Walnut. .
IMPERIAL ROOMS rice, clean rooms;
rates by day or week.
Over Pastime
Theater, 21 114 West Central.
FOR KENT Olassed-l- n
porch and two
airy rooms, board acroas street. 114
North Maple, phone 1888-FOR RENT Nice dressing room, steam
heat ,hot and cold water, with large
sleeping porch. Phone 2869-FOR RENT Glassed sleeping porch with
dressing room; board It desired; no
objection to sick. 611 South High.
FOR
RENT Nicely
furnished
front
room, adjoining bath; private entrance;
no alck. 201 South Arno, after 4 p. m.
FOR RENT Display room, 27x70 feet;
all or any part of It. Apply to Fred
Crollott. phone 678. 418 South Second.
FOR RENT Two room with sleeping
porch, for housekeeping; hot and cold
water, light and phone paid. 211 South
High.
WOOD WuKTH

Newiy

furnished,

nic,

'clean mums and housekeeping apart

by day, week or month. Ill
South Third,
ELGIN
HOTEL Sleeping roome
and
housekeeping aoartmenta be tha day
week or month.
602
West Central.
FOR RENT One or two well furnished
rooms, In new modern home, nrlvate
outside entrance, and private accesa to
pain anu pnone; no sick. Phone 1948-FOR
RENT To gentleman
in good
health and employed; furnished front
room.
South Edith, a short distance
trom central. Phona 1451-FOH RENT Room; with! long sleeping
Porch, In connection 'with dressing
men convalescents
room;
preferred;
rresn eggamllk, eto.
Phone 2401-Jmile west Barelas bridge.
OR RENT Two nice rooms; would like
a young woman
man to ocupy single room; has six windows; very cosy;
can accommodate two persons in larger
room:; private family nd no sick: will
serve breakfast, other m.nl.
he
takes in neighboring house. 811 North
Atayic, yuvus jetfSU-ments,

,

J,

Houses

UK SALai

brick house.
norm Kaitn. Phone 2401 R I.
Four-rooSALE
FOR
frame bouse,
and two sleeping
at 22 Eaat
Soma Fe; reasons bporches,
le.
FOR SALE Near car line and school,
four-roohouse,
bath and sleeping
porch garage. Phone 1308-Five-rooFOR SALE
brick,
chicken house, fruit trees, 142 barn,
feet
frontage. Inquire 1217 North Fifth.
FOR SALE Two-roer- o
furnished bouse
with two sleeping porches, electrls
lights, city water; lot 81x87. 1618 South
Elm.
FOR SALE Five-roobungalow, priced
right; look It over and be your own
Judge; fine location; terms. 1439 West
Central.
FOR SALE By owner,
leaving town.
two furnished cottages; modern;
these must be sold in the next fewterms;
days.
Call til Stuth High.
Five-rooOR SALE
auodurn stucc ,.
house. -,pr,en.4.ln
- . . . ,H -- ' . I B amivu, UBUH
anr" fron porches, bath,
llghu and gaa
owner, azs poutn Arno.
FOR SALE By owner, 718 West Coal:
Frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, two
larae norehea. newlw
...nan.
Terme If desired. Phone 1803-FOR SALE New four-roomodern fur
nished cottage, on South Walter, Isou
duwn and monthly payments.
J. A.
Hammond, 824 East Sliver, phone 1522-FOR SALE BY OWNER
Five-roostucco, hardwood floora
throughout;
large living room, extra large garage;
excellent condition.
80
Weat TIJeras
road.
FOR SALE At sacrifice, aa .wnir la
leaving city; my
modern
home; all conveniences; West Central;
terma if desired. Address iL X., car
.journal.
FOR SALE OR TRADE By owner,
modern combination brick and
adobe house, well located In Fourth ward;
might take vacant lots In highlands or
good car; terms if desired. For appoint- mcni ynnno 1DD-FOR SALE Furnished or unfurnished
wen uuiit frame house, five rooms,
bath, two screened porches, east front,
niceiy arranged for two families. High'
lands. Phone owner, 1699-NI 'E SANTA FE POMS
FIVE rooms,
1 odern,
large well-bui- lt
full basoment, furnace, sleeping porch,
rruit, hundred feet by 330 feet deep. 802
miiaifle avenue. Santa Fe. Mrs. frar.".
IF YOU HAVE 81,000 you can get a nice
Rome Wltn all c ty advantages, vat
rree irom tne aust and noise of the down.
town district. Deal with owner and save
commission. 1702 North Second.
FOR SALE By rwner, at bargain price,
new five-roostucco bungalow; good
location, Fourth ward; fire place, oak
floors throughout; all wood work In Ivory
enamel, only 760 cash and balance like
rent. Phone 1389-FOR SALE
brick, fine location, corner
lot, screened porches,
ce. tented cellar, large shads trees, sidewalks, street cars; for quick sale 14,000
net to owner; 11,600 cash, balance like
rent. This is a bargain. 628 West New
York.

FOR SALE By owner. In the Fourth
modern bungalow, rar
ward,
age. has light and heat: very best reel- dentlal district In city; priced right;
easy terms; not priced over phone;
shown by appointment
only. Phona
S040-FOR SALE By owner: new small stucco bungalow, with basement; modern
In every
resDeet: furnace. aleeDlna
Owner on premises each
porch, eta
day from 10 a. m. until noon. Prloed
right for quick sale. Easy terms. Corner Eighth and Fruit.
BY OWNER,
modern house In
Fourtn ward, hard wood floors, fireplace, large screened
porches, three
light airy bed rooms with extra large
closets, fronts east on large lot with
lawn, trees, eto.; everything In excellent
Phone
condition; terms It desired.
1877--

J.

FOR SALE By owner. 813 McKlnley
avenue new four-roohouss and bath
room; large front porch, double windows
In all rooms; extra well built by day
labor; electrlo lights; one-hablock from
jvortn Fourth street: cose to school.
storea and cars; lsrgo shade tree in
front; make the first payment, the rest
like rent. Apply 1612 North First.

FOR SALE

Real Estate

FOR SALE Choice lota in Univer uy
Heights, price 8276 and uo: one four- room house, Third ward, 1ectrlo lights
and water, 11,800, 1300 cash; one four-rooand bath, Fourth ward, 82.700, 8600
cash; one four-roo- m
and bath brick,
hardwood floora. Third ward. easy terma.
Phone 643 for appointment. W. J. Rice,
per P. F. 'cCanna.

rnntrromffi

MONEY

"TO

LOAN

On

D,

Keleher, Realtor,

111 West Gold.

A

m

oak

Phone 410

Two beautiful lots on East
8ilver. Price reduced for quick
sale, singly or together. Want
to see them? Call
J. A. HAMMOND,
B24 E. Silver.
I'liono 1522-R- .

"A BARGAIN"
Shingle Bungalow with
built-i- n
features; good coal and
chicken houses; large lot; furnished complete, only $950. Terms
McDOXAT.D
& WOKSHAM,
Real Estate, Insurance,
rhono 9U6-108 S. Third.

REAL HOME

Fine location, eight rooms, porches, steam heat, hardwood floors,
worth $12,000. Can bo bought
for less than $10,000. If you want
let us show you this one.
W. H. McMIIXION,
808 West Gold.

.FRUIT

FAMILY OF SIX
Would be entirely comfortable
in this modern bungalow of
five rooms, sleeping porch and
largo screened front porch. Has
fire place, built-i- n features and
Is located In flno section of
Fourth ward.
Very small cash payment and
balance like rent and make
appointment to see this place
after 1:00 p. m.

TREES

SHADE TREES AND ORNAMENTALS
FROM ALBUQUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. TOUNG & CO.,
Albuquerque, N. il.

FOR

SALE

Miscellaneous

FOR SALE Cement blocks. Call at 613
West Sliver
s milk, best in town.
TrYboddy
Phone 2413-I75.
FOR SALE Thresning
machine,
Postofflce box 412, city.
SiFOR SALE Adobe to tmlld house.
mon Garcia. 1203 North Arno.
In high-grad- e
BARUAINS
rugs.
Navajo
117 Mulberry,
phone 1730-.I- .
NAVAJO RUGS Positively at cost. 117
North Mulberry, phona 17:io-FOR SALE
Canary singers. 208 'i
North Second, AverlU Apartmenta.
NEa'u'nbW baby buggy' for sale. In
quire at the rear of 1727 West Central.
FOR SNOW WHITE CLOTHES and 110
spotg try the Mansano Company Bluing.
NICE ROASTED PINONS. 16 cents per
pound. Robert Macpherson, 1114 West
Central.
FOR SALE
Banner Hot Blast heater.
638 North Eleventh.
Inquire mornings only.
FOR SALE
range and two
burner oil stove. 1723 East Silver,
"hone 811-FOR SALE Big stack nice alfalfa . Call
41J West Copper,
or 1214 Virginia,
phone 808-FOR SALE Moore's heater, practically
1323
new; cheat, if taken at once.
Virginia boulevard.
FOR SALE Good wardrobe trunk, priced
reasonable; call after 6 p. m at 1116
North Twelfth.
FOR SALE A
Clark Jewel
condition. 808
gas range: first-clas- s
North Second.
FOR SALE A few choice Navajo rugs.
reasonable.
right from reservation;

South Arno.
FOR SALE Money-mak208

cracker-Jac-

k

machine, brick form, at Brown Trans
fer Company.
FOR SALE Corona typewriter, cheap;
like new, or In trade for phonograph.
Phone 1S44-FOR SALE Nice freah eggs. 75c per
dozen, at Ely'a Poultry Yards, 628 South
Eighth, phone 1168.
6
FOR SALE Used tractors,
and
with gang plows.
Hardware Department 3. Korbet A Co.
FOR SALE Home-mad- e
sausage and
fresh country pork, delivered to your
door.
Phone 1916-FOR SALE Good upright piano, 876;
drop-hea- d
Einger
sewing machine,
Tire Exchange, 120 West Gold,
816.60.
phone 1111.
FOR SALE Underwood typewriter, A- -l
condition;
very cheap; leaving city.
Mr. English, Savoy Hotel.
FOR SALE Cheap, gentle driving and
work horse, city broke; also good stock
addle. Phone 2403-JFOR SALE Good" heating stove, coal-o- il
neater and Inlaid linoleum, 6x8, cheap.
817 North Fourth.
BUT TOUR GUN
before the season
opens: fifty shotguns and rifles
select from. 116 West Gold.
FOR SALE Sun house, almost new; first
class lumber; can be used as sleeping
porcn. can at 101 south waiter.
NEARLY NEW Smith typewriter. Every
modern writing convenience; bargain at
826. Address Box 10, care Journal.
FOR SALE One rocker, on clothes
chest, llbrsry table, Hoosler kitchen
cabinet, ch'ld's bed. 116 North Sixth.
CLARIFIED and Pasteurized milk. There
la only one place to obtain It. Albu
querque Dairy Association. Phone 351.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cottage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
lots. Swayne's Dairy, phono 1915-SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cusbtuna
prevent fallen insteps, cures all foot
troubles. $1, Thomas F. Keleher, Leather
Co.. 408 West Central.
Phone 1067-ROOF PAINT
ASBESTOS
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, $1 per gal- Ion.
The Manzano Co., 110 Boutn
Walnut, phone 1834-- J.
Try a built up
roof, will last aa long aa the bulldtPT

HAVE YOU ARRANGED TO
IN UNIVERSITY
LIVE
HEIGHTS?
Do It today Lots J10.00 cash,
$10.00 per month. We are the
General Agents.

ItOIXIX E. Cl'THKIDGE,

I'houo 1023.

For

314 W. Gold.

with Board

Rent-Room- s

ROOM AND BOARD; also tame board;
nnme cooKing.
208 North High.
N1CELX
furnished roon. with board;
private family; no sick. 1087 Forrester.
FOR RENT
Furnished room with table
boardi ralea for two people. 817 South

rourtn.

FOR

RENT

MIR

A

and

Room

sleeping porch;
East Central.

first-clas-

MONT SB

ON

s

board, with
board. 410

THIS

MESA

PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular persona
Phone 5400-JFOR RUNT
Desirable room and porcn,
with hoard, tor gentleman convalescent.
IT, South Cedar
FUR RENT Nicely furnisned room with
board.
616 West
Lady preferred
Fruit. Phone 1472-JACKSON'S RANCH Ideal location tor
few reservations now
healihseekers;
available
Phone J338-- J
FOR RENT
Sleeping porch and room,
adjoining bath, with board; rates $56
monlh. 1638 East Central.
FOR REUT Furnished rooms with or
wlihout board; bath and phone, 315
South Second.
Phone 820-F R RENT Room ano sleeping porch.
vlth board for convalescentr; gentlemen only;prlvate home. Phone ill 48-FOR RENT Nicely
furnished " Tooms
with steam heat and first-clan- s
table
110 South Arno, phone 1.127-W- .
honrd
FOR
HEAI.THSEEKEHS Modern
nurse service.
with
Casa de Oro. 61.1 West Gold, phone 614-ONE OR TWO healthseekors can n.i1
home-lik- e
accommodatl jns In Unlver-sll- y
Heights. Phone 2168 J.
FOR RENT Nice rooms with sleeping
porches, with board, for convalescents.
Mrs. Reed, 612 South Broadway, phone

Second and Gold.
Phone 040
Let's Servo Yon Today.

WE SELL THE EARTH
Must sell at once, two rooms, one
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch and one
snreened-i- n
front porch, $2,200.
Terms. Also two rooms and two
sleeping .torches, one screened in
front porch, $.",000. Terms.
J. L, Phillips, Real Estate,
110 S. Third.
Phono 354--

.i

eggaw
PROFESSIONAL
41

11

MB3

!:.

it

CARDS

JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
tovroe 16. 17 and 19. Cromwell Building.
Phone 1153-P1IVNK1AVH
AND
DR. S. I. BIRTON,

SI'HHIvONH.

Diseases of tne Stomach.
Suite, a Uartmtt Building.
"
DR. 8. O. CLARKE,
Kye, F.ar, Now and Throat.
Harnett Building
phone 83$.
Office Hours
to I! a m and $ to ( p. m.
Hit. iUROAirhTtrtr.Mn
Offiee ilrant Bidg, Room 16. Phone 57J.
Residence 112,1 East Central
Phone 671.

W.

SHERIDAN, M7dT
Practice Mmltcd to

IVI.

GKMTO - URINARY IISEASK"3
AND DISE.ASF OF THE SKIN

Wassennan

Citizens

Laboratory la Connection.
Mltlg. Phono 886.

Bank

CHIROPRACTORS

ETrRSriiNT'

Chiropractor.
IS and 20 Armijo Hulldlng.

FOR RENT
FOR

Apartments

Furnished apartment, at
Edith.
FOR RENT Furnlnhed apartment, close
208 North Sixth.
In.
FOii RENT Furnished apartment and
garage. Phone la'JO-FOR RENT Furnished apartment and
410 North Sixth.
sleeping room.
FOR RENT Desirable rurnisned apartment, close In; no sick. 313 N. Fifth
FOR RENT Furnished or unfurnished,
two rooms with sleeping porcrr. Phone
!!128-616

RENT
South

FC ; RENT Furnished
modern apartment; hot water heat
314
Wert Coal.
FOR RENT Desirable two-rooapartment; no sick: no children. 1104 North

Second.

,

FOR RENT One lsrge and one small
modern
215
furnished
apartment.
CAN ACCOMMODATE two men patlenta;
Notth Seventh.
bed or convalescent; nurse's care; first-cla- ss FOR
RENT
Furnisned apartments;
board; moderate. 1123 East Centhree rooms with bath. Albuauerone
tre!, east apartment.
216U
Hotel,
North Second.
DTTmrFFuiTI sleepimTT'orch and FOR RENT Two-rooapartment, ft.r- bedroom, with board. In furnace-heate- d
nisnea tot and cold water and steara
home; reasonable; also table board. heat.
421
South Broadway.
1420 East Silver.
Phone 1453-FOR RENT Two large rooms, nicely
FOR CONVALESCENTS
One beautiful
furnished for housekeeping; gas and
apartment, altting room, dressing room coal range, desirable location. 616 West
and large sleeping porch, southern ex- Coal.
posure, suitable for two people; steam FOR RENT
Three large rooms, nicely
heat; excellent board; graduate nurse in
good location;
apartment,
attendance. Rates v66 per month. 601 no lurntsnea
221
sick.
North Seventh, phone
West Quid, p: one 614-2309-FOR
RENT Nicely furnlshod rooms, FOR
RENT Three-ruofurnished
s
with or without bath; lust
from
apartment, with bath and two sleep
the postofflce; hot water heat for winter; best of home cooking, 4ervd family ing porches, newly decorated Inside and
water and lights pa'd.
82S East
style; room and board, 845 10 $55 per out;
month; board by meal, week or ticket; Coal. Phone 169-60
410
Gold.
cents.
West
menls,
SEWING MACHINES
RESERVATIONS may now be had at
The Murphey Sanatorium. Rates: $20
reua red
MACHINES
and
to $25 per week. Includes private room scvvinii
cleaned: parts and supplies for all
with sleeping porch, connected with bath makes;
all
C.
work
H.
guaranteed.
and toilet General nursing, medical Morehead,
41! W. Copper.
phone 846-care, excellent meals, tray service. All
ld
rooms have steam heat, hot and
I.ONE STAR Al'TO LINK
The orange colored cars, Engle.
running water Phone 491. Dr. Murphey,
Butte Dam and Hot Springs, N.
FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- s
M.
Meet all trains at Engle. leaving
Hot
at 11:80 a. m and 8:80 p. m.
Springs
FOR SALE Twenty Ancona hens, $1
Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam cars os
each. 207 North High.
the
Dam
line.
We drive our own cars.
FOR SALE
Bucks. do- - and frying rabWrite for reservations at nur expense,
bits and hens. 710 West Lead.
HEFFERNAN BROS., Props.
FOR SALE About twenty White LegHot 8prlngs. N. M.
horn laying hens; also a few mixed
chickens. Phone 2403-JFOR SALE
Barred Rock fryers, pullets
TIME CARDS
and hens, 8S0 psr pound; ducks, 46e
816 North
Phone 1616-- J.
pound.
626.

FOR SALE 8. C. 'imported English
White Leghorn cockerels, from Tom
g
Barron farm, England,
strain,
310 North Fifteenth.
A SPLENDID flock ut
bronze turkeys.
WESTUOU.N.
breeding birds; also oung turkeys for
Dally.
your Sunuay or Thanksgiving dinner. Train.
Arrive.
Depart.
H. 11. Watklns. phone 2416-JNo. 1 The Scout.... 7:30 om 8:30 pm
RED POULTR Y YARDS Thoroughbred No. 8 Calif. Llmlted.lt,:30 am 11:00 am
NO. T
S, C. R. J. Reds, Ringlet Barred Rocks,
Fargo Fast. 10:50 im 1I:2 am
cockerels, pullets, hens and pens for breed-in- No, I The Navato. .12:36 am 1:06 am
SOUTHBOUND.
413 West Atlantic, phone 14S8-No. 20 El Paso Exp
10:10 pm
COME to our poultry yard and select
87
NO.
El
Paeo
11:30 am
Ejp
your own fat hen,
trkey, ducks,
EASTBOUNf).
and save money. No. 8
FOR SALE Five hundred shares of City springer or pullets,
The
2:10
Navajo..
pm 8:40 pm
Electric Railway, below par. Dr. R. Your turkey order for Thanksgiving Is No. 4
Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm 6:40 pm
L. Hust, N. T. Armijo building.
also solicited. Albuquerque Poultry Co.,
No. 8 S. F Eight.. 7:25 pm 8:10 pm
802 South Broadway, phone 852-No. 10 The Scout.... 7:20 am 7:30 am
MY ENTIRE stock of a C. R. I. Reds;
FROM SOUTH.
hens, pullets, cocks and
USE VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT.
cockerels; No. 88 From El Paso 6:35
pm
or
Root Koter; Roof Cement, stops leaks. breeding pens
singles; pure bred C. P. mo. so From El Pase 7:00 am
Mohair top dressing; Plymouth Cottage Hays stock, backed by generatloa of
No. 80 connects St Pelen with No. tl
In
the best ehowa in the for
Paint; Valspar Enamels, for automobiles. prize winners
Clovls, Pecos Valie
Kens
City and
Homestead
Floor Palr.u
Satisfaction country. H. B. Watklns. phone 2418-JG
Coast.
Thos. F, Keleher Leather Co..
assured
89 connect
No.
at Beljn with No. tl
FOR RENT Miscellaneous from Plnvie
408 West Central, phone 1057-J- .
and points east and eoii'h
FOR RENT Singer sewing machine, or
FOR SALE Furniture
sen
win
The Exchange, 120
cneap.
Iron"'" "red!
Double"
wltii West
OR SALE
Gold, phone 1111,
springs and mattress. Ii2 East Cen
tral.
FOR SALE Wardrobe, dressers, roll-to- p
desk, chiffoniers, bede, springs, new
cotton mattresses; complete line of flrst-olaused furniture, rifles and revolvera
326 South First.
Wo offer for $1,000 cash, equities
In the following attractive

watchaa,
guns and everything valuable
Mr, B. Marcus. 818 South First.
SPECIAL NOTICE
MONET TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
' and gold lewelry: liberal reliable, con.
CO.
GIXDE.iSLEEVVte
fldentlal Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 106 N, 1st. ELECTF.ICAL
supplies of ill kinds, due
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, dla- to our low overhead expsi, we oan
monua watches. Liberty bonds, nlanoe. give you better
on flxturea, lamps
automobiles. Lowest rates. Rothman's wiring, supplies,price
etc, w deliver. Phon
117 South First.
Bonded to the state. 110-J- .
1720 West Central.

TYPEWRITERS

FINE HOME SITE

Homa And Investment

Two-roo-

t.

A HOME
rooms
furnished,
glassed In porch
finish,
built-i- n
large front porch, fireplace, lawn,
floors,
features, base- etc.
Good
location and priced
ment, furnace, garage, splendid
location, in Fourth ward. Price right with terms.
f?ood
terms.
H. F. OILMORB
ia,ibu.
114 W. Gold
II. McCLUGHAJf,
Phone 442-204 V. Gold.
Phone 44 J
brick,

r"t Atusi Ssavics. Inc.'

'9il

Prompt possession given on this fine
large home of six rooms and three
porohea, which Is In a splendid location In the highlands.
Hardwood
floors, south front, garage. If your
family Is small, you can rent half of
the house and make your home pay
for Itself. Reasonable terma and the
place is surely worth the money.

not you. A few choice
lots for $750 each. Cash or
easy payments.
W. O. THAXTON,
705 W. Mountain Road,
1 to I p. m.
Phone 76I-I to I
n.

A, L, Martin Co., Realtors
Real Estate. Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
123 W. Gold.
rhone 1S8.
A HOME
That will apppal to you.

r

"

TWO DANDY HOMES
IN UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS.
Extra well built, both on large
lots and close In.
Have built-i- n
features, fireetc.
places, heating plants,
These must be seen to be appreciated.
Whoever buys any of these
three homes will be a well
satisfied customer.
Let's Serve You Today?

-- M
FOR RENT Storeroom
fVPRwhlfEns-A- ii
niakea overhauled
and reDalred. Rthhnne fn eveew mm. FOR RENT Large store room, good ln- chine.
Albunueraue
Ex
eellnn K , , r , AB lnu , n. I,... TS.. Typewriter
122 South Fourth, roughs Adding Machine Co.
change, phone K0J-J- .

$1,000

Thousand Dollar Specials

$1,000

homes: Five-rooCalifornia
Bungalow,
sleeping porch, two
screened porches, fire place, built-i- n
features, deep lot, cast
front, in Fourth ward. Balance of 13,009 like rent,
brick In Fourth ward. Large lot,
wompletely furnished four-rooblock and a half from car line. Balance $3,300, less than
rent.
frame, close In Highlands. Arranged ior two families,
.ompletely furnished. Rent from one side will pay balance of
$2,650,
One of tha choicest building sites in th Luna Park district. Yours
tor $1,000.
m

m

--

Phone 1033.

Rollin E. Guthridge

314 W. Gold Ave.
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SICK SOLDIERS

COUPONS

CRISCO

Be sure to clip the Crisco Coupons from

II

H WARD
SIS Marble Avenue
Phones

HOHEK

Forty-fiv- e

Coal and South Walter
67
Phone

171-m--

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

LETS

TODAY

GO

Presents

FOX

WILLIAM

and

MURPHY

EDNA

JOHNNIE WALKER
in

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

DO"

WILL

LOVE

"WHAT

JEFF CARTOONS

MUTT and

ADMISSION

REGULAR

Phone

PRICE

bone 4 and 5.
Coal Supply Co.
There will be a regular meti- a
Woman
ng of G. K. No.Warren
1
at 2:30 this
Relief Corps
hall.
Fellows
Odd
at
the
afternoon
Initiation and refreshments.
Oak Grove. Woodman Circle,
No. 6 will meet In the Knlshts ol
at 8 o'clock.
Pythias hall betonight
an Initiation folThere will
lowed by a social hour.
Dr. Murray, osteopathic physician. Woolworth Bldg. Phone 644W
There will be a special conclave
No. 5,
of Pilgrim Commandery
Knights Templar at the 4 Masonlo
o'clock
at
temple this afternoon
for work in the order vt the temple.
Dr. David Ross Boyd returned
yesterday from a six weeks trip
to Ohio and Oklahomn.
Four dollars, full wagon load
nmoun'
limited
factory, wood,
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
The Women's Missionary Society
of fit. Paul English Lutheran
church will meet at the church
Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Mrs. C. A. Barnhart will lead.
The Royal Neighbors of Amer-c- a
will meet tonight at 7:30
o'clock in the library of I. O. O. F.
hall. There ylll be initiation of
candidates.
Albuquerqi.o Camp No. 13,303.
Modern Woodmen of the World,
will meet in regular session tonight.
There Is an undelivered telegram
at the Postal telegraph office for
J. A. Gearhart.
Dr. J. B. Bower Is still critically
111 at the
Presbyterian hospital. Dr.
C. H. Conner is taking care of Dr.
Bower's practice during his sickness. Dr. Bower's brother, Dr. R.
M. Bower, is in the city from
Kans.
There will be a meeting of the
B'nai B'rith
Order
Independent
Sons of the Covenant at Temple
Albert this evening at 7:30 o'clock.
Grace McKee Mann was granted
a divorce from Samuel David Minn
by the district court yesterday.
Nannie MacManus filed suit for
divorce in the district court
day against Thomas H. MacManus.
R. D. Steel, arrested Monday
night on a drunk and disorderly
charge, entered a plea of guilty to
the former charge and was fined
115 in police court yesterday morning.
Shipment of California violets
for sale at
expected Thursday
College Inn. Reasonable prices
make attractive favors for bridge
and luncheon parties and corsage
Phone orders will be
bouquets.
delivered.

io replace inni iirw.cn

Sa-lin- a,

AH Odd Fellows
to bo at the I. O. O.

BEADED BAGS,
MOCASSINS, CURIOS,
PILLOW TOPS,
RUGS,
BASKETS,
NAVAJO JEWELRY
At Reduced Prices

ball

Amils-tle- c

BITTNErT HOUSE ROOMS
3I9H South first. Phone 221--

ROTHMAN'S

MANHATTAN
CAFE

Music and Jewelry Store
117 b. First St.

Phone

817-- J

ACCEPT

Expert
Also
Repairing.
work guaranteed.
Phono

90.1--

Engraving.
Opposite

e.

122 S. 4th St.

J.

MEDICATED AND SULPHUR
BATHS
Graduate nurse and masseuse
in attendance
Shampooing and
a specialty
scalp streatments
Call for appointment.
MRS. TFRRY DEAMER. Prop.
ahono HH.VW. 5()8j W. Central

thirty-five-da-

y

Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewelry, Gems,

Laces.

TrnllnB PoBt
WRTf.HT'S Indian
Building

Taxi & Baggage

CANNA BULBS

MEATS!

nut-me-

fir?

JM.yOn
M.UU

pair...

The Journal Office

Brand New Essex, 1922 Touring Car, with wire wheels, extra tire and all the extras. Save
money on this car.

New Mexico Motor

Our Own
Orchestra

Corporation.
West Central

517

Armistice Day

The Army and
(
5JL OU
(TQ FJA

D.

We

5

ft

(T

j?

eDl.UU
to rn
j)0,f)U

In stock

carry

E

5O0U

Breeches
,
O. D. Shirts.
Reclaimed
New O. D.
Shirts

ST.

gB

-

Reclaimed

and Officers'
Puttees.

j

j

6
S

$1.50
new ltusset

Shoes;

the

:

i

Leather

Phone

S.

Telephone

ft:

North Tenth St.
Send for mail order price list.
323

College Inn

je

Cats

First Grade

See

it
.jaMjljianiai.
u,4J:3i,fA!&iu;J!
E..

iBinna'

LIBERTY

COAL

t

GarerhlHUGHES
in

GARMENTS sTRllTH

YARD

IROHS

AS GOOD AS THE

A

George

BEST

now $5.75

Fully Guaranteed.

Just

Received

J.

ATTRACTION

KORBER

&

Blood Sausage

If the

Headcheese

every Tuesday,
and Thursday

Wed-nesda-

.

l

a

Putting: But if the

READ
y

199

North First Street,
Phone 199
Phone C
Yonr Order We
Will do me Rest.
201

with a good glass of

5REAM COFFEE
Sold at this Store.
we seu

Toonerville Trolley Comedy
REGULAR PRICES

nn

Miahnuaii

will ui.nmm

nyii

M T

Put more:

.

IF
Tou wish to save money and have satisfaction buy a ton of
the famous labeled Canon City Coal being unloaded now.
Absolutely gives the most heat of any coal on the local market.
Not the lowest In price; but tho highest In economy.

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.

FRESH OYSTERS
All the time

PHONE

$

rt

220 North Second

4

Look for Our
Special for Saturday
FRESH FISH
In

A

Two-Pa-

CO.

Frankfurters
Kosher,

TAW"

"TOONERVILLE

We Deliver

Phone 878

A fresh shipment of
Milwaukee Sausage
Liver Wurst,
Weiners

town

Baker Production

D.

ADDED

was $8.50;

ninety-horsepow-

one-hor- se

From Freeman Tilden'a story in Pictorial Review

ELECTRIC

EL
321 W. Central JG

n4

to n p. m.
TODAY, TOMORROW AND SATURDAY
coxTixrors

appears as the boy who let his
imagination run wild in a

lc to $1.00 Store

THIS

4
Let Onr

lhaot
answer to

..V0.09

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY
Phone 35

Skinner's

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodlea and
ether Macaroni Product.

Armistice Dance

PHONES

5

Trucks Bring Comfort to Tour Home

coal free- - The fIrst
cringing
our downtown office, 115nerf,n
South Second
I'000 P0Una" 0t Coal FREE" No answers
erTnf
9,
Saturday, November 12. Coal will be
delivered Monday, November
14.
fh

I Have No Money To Invest In Any New

Enterprise in Albuquerque

Said a Prominent Business Man of This City Yesterday.
Where will the good times which are no longer "just around
the corner," but are "at tho corner" be realized If everybody
waits, and nobody starts "doing something?" Wo have indeed
sunk to a low lovel if we have become a city of waiters.
Let's Get on tho Other Side of the Tublo and Give the
Orders to the Walters.

"He Who Only Hopes

There Is a Moral Somewhere

Given By

Is Hopeless"
About.

Veterans of Foreign Wars and
Disabled Soldier's League
NIGHT AT

THURSDAY

COLOMBO

HALL

Gives a degree of personal satisfaction that cannot
be had from any other coal Because of unexcelled
preparation and long burning, heat producing
Cerrillos

STEP LIVELY SYNC0PATERS
"""

The Use of Cerrillos Coal
quality.

Music By

Prizes to Best Dancers'

a

Sweets

Price 15c to 35c

US

,

Dancing

It In our window

CHOCOLATE

109 South First

PRICES

, w .ohZ',

A prize waltz will be
hold at 10:30 p. m.

i

iSJEETS"
REGULAR.

American Block Lump Coal

Blue Granite Ware

Enjoy your lunch
NEAR BEER
ON DRAUGHT

it

Renders perfect satisfaction, it makes a quick hot
fire, little ash and no soot.
Telephone 279 for a load direct from car

Spitz

802.

"BURTON HOLMES TRAUEL0Q

241.

Machine-Separated-

Fannie

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

ex-:c-

Navy Store
O. D. Breeches,

75o

iiiiinnMinr

ii

Anthony Bond's bride must be above reproach. How
difficult this was you will understand when you have
seen "THE FURNACE." For Folly Bond was beautiful,
and not in love with her
admired, unconventional,
husband. "THE FURNACE" is one of the most power,
ful dramas of modern marriage ever shown on the screen.
And its settings, lavish costumes, and unusual situations
make it a picture out of thousands.

pound.
Our Sandwiches are
delicious
Baked
Ham, Chicken, Roast
Pork
Beef,
and
Tongue, all 15c
25c.
chicken,
Tho F&gs used at
our
fountain are
never over one day
ola
Ice Cream delivered,
60o quart. We send
out
Malted
Milks,
and
Sandwiches
five
within
Candy
minutes of receiving
the order.

Just the Things for

O.

at

lates

Bfim"inM:aMK'i';

Like Caesar's Wife- -

Our Pig 'n Whistle
Candies are in a
class by tnemselves.
Homo Made Choco-

WE HAVE

ew

t

will play for dancing
on our enlarged balcony TONIGHT.

Ave.

at

PERSUING CAFE
205 South First Street

-

SHELLThe FINEST
.
ED; Machine-ShelleThe choicest HOLIDAY GIFT.

at the

WILLY-NILL- Y

(T-

117 North First St.

The Army and
Ifavy Store

tlgst
tenlral

New shipment of
Ladies'
Trimmed
and Untrimmed
HATS
Just Received
Big shipment of

SANATORIUM

PINON-NUT- S

rwi

toD.Uu

What you think of your Coal Dealer depends
upon the kind of coal he sells you.

6T. JOSEPH'S

Shelled
Shelled
Shelled

r
flQ
5O0U

LIBERTY ARMY
SUPPLY CO.

323 South First

easy to store. We tell you how.

MEATS!

years of high quality and low prices.

J. A. Skinner

600

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Store.

your choice of pink or red

158

Boneless Pigs Feet, in glass
Lambs Tongue, in glass
Jellied Corned Beef, in glass
Vienna Sausage, in glass
Sandwich Spread, in glass
Veal Loaf, in tins
Luncheon Tongue, in glass
Lunch Tongue, in tins
Hamburger Steak, in tins
Breakfast Tongue, in tins
Corned Beef, in tins
Roast Beef, in tins
Vienna Sausage, in tins
Chile Con Came, in tins
Hot Tamales, in tins.
You should have an assortment
of these items in the pantry.
We Deliver Your Order for 10c
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE
x

Phone

Fresh Country Pork

Ask for Mr. Linden.

Twenty-si-

Leaves All.uiiuerotie. . 7:45 am
In Santa Fe. . .10-4air
I .eaves Santa Fe
480pm
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:30 pm
Arrives

Call and Delivery.

Vf. BRASFIKI.I), tha Watch Maker.
American, KwtM and nj!lh Makea,
All Work Guaranteed.
117 South Flrnt.
rhone 817-- J.

Shelled Pinon Nuts. Phone
802. Fannie S. Spitz, 323
158
North Tenth.

MEATS!

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

d

J.

Once

roll-to- p
desk, medium size,
with desk chair and two other
chairs, to rent for two months
Let us hear from you today.
Phone or call at

Fresh Lump Lime

Vrr

www

FOR SALE

RUGS

Klnger
210 West

16)

have articles not listed
which it would pay you to
come and get a quotation
Prompt Attention to
Mall orders

A

CURIOS
NAVAJO

ti
tvi

(TQ

Repaired
Shoes
Army Woolen Sox,

All

Post-nffic-

be

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

fit,
tbO.Uv

We

The Jeweler Wanted-- At
FOGG,
Watch. Clock and Jewelrv

of

TODAY AND TOMORROW

D,U

as

Class-- A

3

Ul
mi

CO 1st

B

!..asBreeches,
new

good
9
Navy
Blankctc
-BlanketsArmy

DESIGNKRS AND BUII.DFKf
lobbing promptly attended to
Cement work and floor sanding
Phone 915. 211 West Gold.

Your piano in exchange for a
Brunswick Phonograph.
ALm QUKUQUU MUSIC CO.
Phono 778.
311 W. Central.

MAN WHO BROKE
OUR
WINDOW TO GET
WATCH REPAIRING
IN JAIL HAPPY Must Meel (lit Rigid R'(iiircnieni

of tho Santa I'o Time Service
F. M. White, who threw a rock Department.
VANN
through the State National bank
window In the hope of obtaining Vatch Inspector, (Simla Fe R'j
free lodging from the city and
county. Is now hnppy. Judge W
W. McClellan handed him a
sentence yesterday morning. This is the maximum sentence
Pure Sausage, Backbone, Fresh
which can be imposed for the ofHams and Bacon and Pure
fense.
Lard, any quantity delivered
With but 1 cent in his pocket,
Phone 191S-sick, tired and hungry, White became desperate a few days ago and
deliberately threw a rock through
RAZOR BLADES.
the big plate glass window at the
bank.
Send or bring your dull blades for
When asked by police why he
hnd committed the outrage, he re- Double Edge
85c
25c
plied that he wanted to get Into Single Edge
Jail.
(Per Dozen)
Psychologists In the city have Have your razor honed and set by
had a numher of lively discussions
experts. Work Guaranteed.
KOBZA BROTHERS,
They have atregarding White.
fundamental
to
the
deduce
At Ruppe's Drug Store.
tempted
reason for the act. It appears now
that there was but one deep reason
the man was hungry. And he
will have Thanksgiving dinner nt
the Jail. He smiled yesterday when
In Bulk Best on the Market.
reminded of this fact.
SUPERIOR WHITE LIME CO
Warehouse
from which the
The birds'-nest- s
Coal Supply & Lumber Co.
Chinese soup is made
4 and 5.
Phones
are built by a species of swallow
that abounds on the coasts of Java,
Ceylon, end Borneo, and consist
of a gelatinous substance obtained
from marine plants.
Because of lack of storage
CUT ELECTRIC 8IIOE SHOP
mace, we will sell some extra
13 South Second.
rhno S07-fine

Class--

Rossiter - McConnell

WILL

Moved to 124 North Fourth
Will be opened soon as readj
for Business.

are requested

day, nt 9:30 n. in.

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

Ursl

O. D. Breeches

1

'RTHEATME

mm

our
O.

STAGE

.

five-roo-

nintiwi

423 North

Phone 421.

Cents

ndiaN

Service

Let Us Send a Man

"ALLED homo on account of
sickness in my family. Must
sell practically new Mitchell car
before Friday night. No reaCall
refused.
offer
sonable
C14-ask for Mrs. Lyons.

We Are on the Job

LOCAL ITEMS

914-- J.

Quality.

DOhT WAIT

and

NEWS

until

evening

p. m.

modern
nd new
modern eioept lieat. Both in
modH1gh,'it,''s. Also
ern house on West Gold, lust
'nmpletlng. Call at
821 W. SlWfr
Phone 1 It 1ft- - M

Turkeys,
Poultry and Eggs from
SOUTH WKSTKUN
POULTRY
COMPANY.

9, 1921,

UY OWNkUt

nro3S brick

Thanksgiving

Opposite Postofficc.
Upon petition of the residents
of
east
and property owners living
the city limits, including the University of New Mexico campus and
the entire University Heights Ad- Buy that wrist watch now and
dition, the board of county com- save money. A deposit will hold
missioners enacted an order for- any article
we have until Christmas
bidding loose animals of any kind
Wiseman's
from
Watch Shop
chickens
running
including
215 South Second
at large within that district. As
the
soon as the district is posted
law will become effective and res- -Manta nra nnlv rpnlllred to telephone the sheriff's office and the
stock will be tanen up ana ui
Your Trunk Ilanlcd for
owner of the property fined. Reshave
will
lowlands
the
of
25
idents
to move to the Heights to get
Call Albumicmne Transfer Co
real municipal protection.
I
Phone 542.
Dr. E. N. Wilson and family
Into
move
to
their
to
able
be
hope
new home on Vassar avenuo this
week.
There are over fifty pupils now
attendings the Heights publlo
school.

A Thrilling Story of Regeneration
ALSO LATEST

FOX

Invited to Occupy Autos!
in Line of March on Armistice Day; Committee,
Needs More Automobiles

convalescent soldiers
In local hospitals voted strong yes- terday for taking part In the Armistice day parade. Frank Mindlin,
of the Armistice day arrangements
committee, made a canvass of the
hospitals in the city and found
many of the boys anxious to be in
tho line of inarch.
Automobiles will be ready to
take the boys In the parade and all
other convalescent soldiers who
would like to participate in the celebration are urged to notify members of the committee, which will
see to it that the boys have a place
In the line and that they are called
for at their homes and brought
back by auto after the celebration.
to take part in
Those desiring nhmilil
.1.
rail Mr.
.npom
win
i"s'"'"
452, or
Mindlin, telephone number number
Mrs. J. H. Rlehl, telephone
2183-Although there are a
already
number of automobiles
the sick
promised for the usebe of
and
needed
will
more
boys, a few
can put his autoany person whoconvenience
of
the
mobile at the
committee for this particular use,
is urged to notify Mr. JTindlin at
once.

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROBERT JONES

WARD'S STORE

Thursday

open

I'Oi: KALh
lust finished

THE PARADE

toAll

ORDER YOUR
Dressed

Nov. 11, Armistice Day,
Having been made a legal holiday, all union barber shops will
be closed that day. Will be
8

your paper Thursday.
We will have a special announcement
morrow that will interest you.
Watch for It.

PART

TO TAKE

November

Prices to Poorest Dancers

.v;;'"

Coal Insures

Economy and Satisfaction

IIAIIH COAL COMPANY
PHONE

91

f

